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Texas Gov. George W.
Bush fought Al Gore in an
ago~ingly close presidential
election Tuesday that came
down to one state and a few
thousand votes. Gore called
Bush with congratulations,
then called back to say he wasn't ready to concede.
There was no argument
from the Bush campaiin, just
disbelief at the turn of events.
"Unbelievable," sighed
Bush adviser Karen Hughes,
after fielding the second call
VICE PRESJDENT AL GORE
from Gore.
steps out of a voting booth
It was an incredible politiTuesday./Kinght-Ridder photo
cal spectacle by any standard.
he had won or not.
"There's never been a night
"Until the results in Florida
like this one," said Gore cambecome offi.ciaL" Daley told
paign chairman William
Daley, after his boss retired for cheering supporters, "our
campaign continues. "
the night - unsure whether
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GOV. GEORGE W. BUSH and his wife, Laura, leave Travis
County Courthouse in Austin, Texas after voting Tuesday morning./ Knight-Ridder photo
outlets did it again, this time
Florida had been the epifor Bush.
center of the campaign all
Republicans maintained
along and Tuesday night was
precarious control of
beyond chaotic. At midevening news organizations said Congress as the GOP bid to
Gore was the winner, but they
backtracked as more votes
►SEE No PRES
were counted and Bush eased
Page 3
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And it was so. After months
of campaigning and $3 billion
in political spending, Election
Day passed without the country knowing who would be
president.
Not that it mattered in the
Electoral College, but with
votes tallied from 96 percent
of the precincts, Gore had
47,242,846 and Bush had
47,101,968 votes. Green Party
candidate Ralph Nader was at
3 percent and Pat Buchanan
barely registered.
Nader did well enough in
to potentially tip several states
to Bush. "You can't spoil a system spoiled to the core," he
said.
TV networks projected
Bush the winner, igniting
GOP celebrations in Austin.
The As~ciated Press - partners with the networks in
Voter News Service - did not
declare a presidential winner,
citing the ongoing tally. Later
the networks rolled back and
declared the election too close
to call, as did the New York
Times.

Recount in Florida to
determine final outcome

24%
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So, um, who's the president?
Associated Press

of 3 :30 a.m.
Wednesday, political analysts were calling the U.S.
presidential race too
close to call. Votes were
being recounted in
Florida as a determining
factor in the election: A
final result is expected
sometime today.
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Results as of 3 a.m.
Wednesday morning.
Local results include
75% of precincts.

Hiding

.Place

BRADLEY CUTLER, son of Susan and Jared, used the election booths in
Jones Hall as a hideout during the elections Tuesday./Zak Larsen photo

Mingling around buffet
tables, both Democrats
and Republicans in Cache
Valley were watching television results and making
their own predictions
Tuesday night.
Republicans cheered at
10:45 p.m. when the news
came that their party
retained control of the
House. The numbers of
local races recorded on a
white board showed Lyle
Hillyard gained 666 votes
in Rich County.
"That's not a sign 1"
someone from the crowd
called out.
·
Democratic headquarters drew a smaller crowd,
but no less enthusiasm and
anticipation for the results.
Mary Bissonette,
Democratic candidate for
State Representative in the
third district, said she sees
a slow movement happening among voters.
She said people are
· becoming dissatisfied with
"business as usual."
"It may not happen this
election," Bissonette said,
but she said she is confi-

dent Democrat~ will see
victory in future elections.
Bissonene said change is
needed and the voters will
make that change happen
down the road.
Not only were eyes on
the local election, but also
on the presidential race.
Professor Roberta
Herzberg said she anticipated an early decision.
She said because polls
showed Bush had high
margins in more states, if
he could win states he had
trouble with, it would be a
clear win.
She said she suspected a
Gore victory would mean a
long night. This was at
10:30 p.m.
Heather Pace said it was
intense. She was there in
support of her mother-inlaw Lorraine Pace, running
for representative in the
4th District.
The process of tallying
votes is a process that
involves a number of people carrying boxes, opening envelopes, and organizing the pieces of voting.
Beginning at approximate► SEE LOCAL
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Protests,rampagesdemandbetter
IGLANCE
conditionsin Yugoslavia'sprisons Employees
arrested;firedafter
DRAGAN

Iuc

Associated Press

NIS, Yugoslavia - Protests at two prisons in Yugoslavia turned ugly Tuesday,
with shots fired, buildings set ablaze and a
female inmate reporting an "orgy of rape"
as Serbs went on a rampage to demand
better jail conditions and amnesty forcertain convictions.
The unrest, which began Sunday with a
riot at a third prison, presented the latest
challenge to new President Vojislav
Kostunica. Even as his government tries to
consolidate its authority, it faces a decade
of pent-up discontent accumulated under
the previous regime that now threatens to
spill over into growing anarchy.
Kostunica and his supporters control
government on the federal ltlvel but not in
the two Yugoslav r~publics. With elections
in Serbia six weeks away, allies of ousted
President Slobodan Milosevic will remind
voters that the disorder would not have
been tolerated while he was in charge.
Although opinion polls now project a
solid victory for Kostunica's Democratic
Opposition of Serbia in the Dec. 2 3 elections, his camp is worried their support
could erode as pro-democracy euphoria is
replaced by disenchantment over price
increases, energy shortages and other
hardships. mile the economy was
destroyed under Milosevic, there is fear
his successors will harvest the blame.
The riots at Pozarevac, Nis and
Sremska Mitrovica appear linked by
demands focusing on an end to alleged ill
treatment and inclusion of Serbs jailed for
criminal activities into a proposed amnesty
law that would free Kosovo Albanians.
Witnesses outside the prison in

Pozarevac, about 50 miles east of
Belgrade, saw flames shooting from at
least four buildings in the compound
Tuesday and heard gunfire immediately
afterward. The fires appeared to have
burned out or been doused several hours
later.
In the southern city of Nis, where
inmates rioted Monday, a female prisoner
told reporters the rioters were raping and
molesting the women inmates.
"They broke into our ward and it's now
hell inside," said Bosiljka Sumas. "It's an
orgy of rape."
Sumas said one of her friends had
smuggled her out of the prison, but gave
no details.
"The ringleaders are forcing other prisoners into rape," she said. "They are also
fighting among themselves."
Later, corrections officials said four
other women also managed to leave the
prison, leaving three inside.
An ethnic Albanian inmate who spoke
to The Associated Press by telephone
from the Nis prison said Serb inmates
wearing guards' uniforms and carrying
weapons were saying: "We are going to
kill you at nightfall." The 300 ethnic
Albanians had refused Serb demands they
join in the rioting, the inmate said.
Seeking to defuse the crisis, the three
officials jointly heading Serbia's justice
ministry ended negotiations with
Pozarevac inmates by promising them a
law that will grant amnesty for some nonpolitical crimes to be introduced in parliament immediately after Dec. 23 elections.
They also pledged better prison conditions. But they conditioned their promises
on the end of the riots within three days.
Accompanied by about 300 heavily

armed riot police, the three ministers then
arrived in Nis for their next round of talks
with inmates there.
At Pozarevac, warden Stipe Marusic
said guards shot in the air. But some
inmates told reporters contacted by telephone that they were shot at and that several prisoners were injured - at least two
seriously.
The amnesty law, suggested Kostunica,
is still at the discussion stage. It would
affect ethnic Albanians arrested for activity
in or support of the rebel Kosovo
Liberation Army, which disbanded after
Milosevic's troops withdrew from the Serb
province of Kosovo in June 1999 under a
peace deal to end NATO's 78-day bombing campaign. Tensions have remained
high between Serbs and ethnic Albanians,
who constitute a majority of Kosovo's
population.
In Pozarevac, inmates said they were
demanding reductions in all prison sentences, along with more food, less work
and dismissals of corrupt prison officials
appointed under Milosevic.
In Nis, hundreds of helmeted riot
police, toting submachine guns, took up
positions around the prison, while hundreds of jeering inmates climbed to
rooftops inside the compound.
But the police did not act, presumably
to give time to negotiations between the
inmates and Vladimir Domazet, a Nis city
official. About 1,000 inmates at Nis began
a hunger strike Monday in a show of solidarity with Serbian prisoners in the northern city of Sremska Mitrovica. The
inmates in Sremska Mitrovica began rioting late Sunday; they claimed they were
beaten by guards and demanded an expansion of the proposed amnesty law.

Investigatorsconfirmcauseof SingaporeAirlines crash
Parts of Singapore Airlines' trademark
blue
and yellow metal were twisted
Associated Press·
around the body of a flipped-over crane.
TAOYUAN, Tai.wan- One week
Another nearby crane was badly battered.
after the deadly crash of a Singapore
Bouquets of lilies and pictures of the
~dead lay on the charred remains of the
Airlines jetliner, ·the airport runway
plane, where many bodies were found.
rem;i.iil$.ian eerj~ q:iemoria,J;melted suitMusical scores apparently left by passencases, crumpled shirts, a Hello Kitty doll,
gers littered the runway and a makeshift
scattered pink and purple socks - and a
Buddhist altar with incense and plates of
mangled construction crane.
apples and pears was arranged near the
Investigators confirmed for the first
time Tuesday that it was the crane that
plane's nose.
In the plane's tail section - which Lee
ripped open the belly of the jumbo jet as it
said was the least damaged - magazines
hurtled dqwn the wrong runway. Eightytwo people died in the fiery takeoff
and candies were strewn on the soiled
attempt.
purple seats. The ceiling and overhead
"Bodies just began to fall out," David
compartments had collapsed, revealing air
Lee, an investigator with Taiwan's
pipes and electrical cables. Some seats
Aviation Safety Council, told reporters at
dangled out of the plane in a section split
from the rest of the jetliner.
Chiang Kai-shekAirport during the first
close public look at the runway wreckage.
The major question experts are trying
Last week, when crash·experts disclosed to answer is why the plane's pilot thought
he was on the correct runway.
the contents of the 'black box' cockpit
Kay Yong, managing director of the
recorder of Flight SQ006, they would
only confirm that the pilot picked the
Aviation Safe_ty Council, said the probe is
focusing on whether the closed runway wrong runway and that there was a series
which was parallel to the plane's assigned
of collisions as the plane sped down the
airstrip. On Tuesday, investigators offered
nu:iway - was improferly lit, inviting the
pilot to make the fata choice Oct. 31 durthe most detailed account yet of the crash.
Seconds after the jet began its takeoff, a
ing a storm brought by an approaching
front wheel hit a concrete barrier about
typhoon.
4,950 feet down the runway. Then the
Investigators have heard conflicting
plane slammed into a crane that peeled
reports about whether the lights along the
open its underside, said Lee.
side of the closed runway were on, indiMARCOS CALO MED°iNA

0
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eating to the pilot that he could use the
strip, Yong said.
Yong said that seconds after the crash,
an airport maintenance vehicle requested
that the air traffic control tower turn on
the runway lights. The request, however,
did not specity which of the two runways
had their hghts switched off, he said.
"We cannot give any direct probable
cause. The final report might take as
much as one year," Yong said at a news
conference at the airport in this suburb of
the capital, Taipei.
Yong also said visibility was 2,950 feet
at the time of the crash - better than the
original estimate of 1,640 feet. But even
then, the pilot would not have been able
to see the first concrete block, which was
4,921 feet from the runway's entrance,
Yong said.
Inspection of the wreckage indicated
nothing was technically wrong with the
plane, he said.
Aviation safety officials from the
United States and representatives from
Singapore Airlines were picking through
the debris Tuesday. They declined to
comment. Taiwan authorities ordered the
pilot and two co-pilots to remain in
Taiwan indefinitely to help with the investigation, Singapore Airlines said. Their
movements have not been restricted and
their ,passports have not been confiscated,
the airline said.
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failingdrugtests, officialssay
ZION NATIONAL PARK, Utah (AP) - Four concession
employees were arrested following an investigation by park
rangers into illegal drug use, and 16 others were fired after failing
or refusing to take a random drug test, Ziori National Park offi.f
cials said.
District Ranger Brent McGinn said that on Oct. 31, a ranger
attempted to contact people in a concession dorm room about
drug use last week. The concession employee lodge is behind µie
Zion Lodge in the park.
"At least two of the employees were able to escape before he
gained access to the room," McGinn said. "Evidence found at the
scene aroused suspicion about drug activity and distribution and
the next day, we continued our investigation."
McGinn, along with Washington County Sheriff Deputy Kurt
Wright and Wright's drug dog, found LSD, marijuana, methamphetamine and drug paraphernalia.
Employees Brietta Foster, 20, and Joseph Ulchinsky, 25 1 were
arrested on first-degree felony drug distribution charges. Charles
Henry, 48, was charged with second-degree possession of
methamphetamine. A fourth employee was charged with possession of drug paraphernaha.
After the four were arrested, park rangers returned to the Zion
Lodge to conduct random drug testing at the request of the concessioner, Amfac Parks & Resorts. McGinn said five concession
employees failed a drug test and 11 refused to take it.
He said the incidents "revealed a serious methamphetamine
problem among concession staff.... We will be meeting with concession management to outline a plan for recruitment, hiring and
testing of employees to prevent similar situations in the future."
Other ranger reports said an Amfac employee at the North
Rim of the Grand Canyon had a heroin overdose earlier this summer and two An1fac employees were arrested in October at Bryce
Canyon National Park after one employee allegedly assaulti~d
another with a knife.

Nebraskaabortiondoctortries to
head off evictionfromhis clinic
BELLEVUE, Neb. (AP) - The doctor at the center of a U.S.
Supreme Court case over what abortion foes call "partial-birth
abortions" is trying to head off eviction from his clinic.
In May, a partnership of three people opposed to abortion,
including state Sen. Paul Hartnett of Bellevue, bought the building used by Dr. LeRoy Carhart. They want to evict Carhart, who
is one of only three doctors in Nebraska known to perform abortions. Carhart has gone to court, arguing that his lease allows him
first right to buy the building. Also in May, an anti-abortion group
sent letters to 13 area mayors, asking them to take a stand ag?inst
Carhart moving to their communities. In addition, in October, the
University of Nebraska Medical Center said it is dropping Carhart
as a volunteer faculty member. The medical center gave no reason.
Carhart challenged Nebraska's law banning partial-birth abortions.
In June, the Supreme Court struck down the ban, ruling that the
law created an undue burden on a woman's right to end a pregnancy. Carhart performs more than 1,200 abortions a year, of
which he says about 20 employ the "partial-birth" procedure,
which involves cutting the skull of a fetus and draining its contents
before extracting the body.

Studyshowsteen smokersprone
to anxietydisordersin adulthoo4
CHICAGO (AP) - A study suggests teen smokers are prone to
anxiety disorders in adulthood, adding to a growing body of
research implicating cigarette use as a cause rather than a result of
emotional upheaval. The study of nearly 700 adolescents followed
into early adulthood found that generalized anxiety, panic attacks
and agoraphobia - fear of public places - were much more common in those who had smoked heavily in their teens.
Teens who smoked 20 or more cigarettes daily were more than
15 times more likely to develop panic disorder as adults, nearly
seven times more likely to become agoraphobic and more than five
times more likely to develop generalized anxiety disorder than
teens who smoked less or not at all.
The findings were published in Wednesday's Journal of the
American Medical Association. They follow a study in October's
issue of the journal Pediatrics suggesting that smoking may be
cause of depression in teens. The authors of both studies theorize
that nicotine may upset the central nervous system. Smoking's
damaging effect on the body's abihty to use oxygen may also p!Gya
role, said the authors of the anxiety study, led by researcher Jeffrey
Johnson at Columbia University.Johnson and colleagues interviewed 688 teens age 16 on average in 1985-86, and again in 199193, when the participants were 22 on average.

a

Americanscut backon credituse
WASHINGTON (AP) -Americans slowed their borrowing
in September as they cut back on the use of credit cards and auto
loans amid a slowing economy. The Federal Reserve said Tuesday
that consumer credit increased by a seasonally adjusted $6.5 billion
in September, or at an annual rate of 5.2 percent, the slowest pace
since October 1999. Consumer credit in August grew by $12'.3 billion, or a 10.l percent rate, according to revised figures. That was
less than the $13.4 billion the central bank previously estimated. In
September, demand for revolving credit, such as credit cards, rose
by $3.6 billion - a 6.8 percent annual rate - down sharply from
$6.7 bilhon and a 12.6 percent rate in August. Total nonrevolving
credit, such as loans for new cars, vacations and other big-ticket
items, inched up by $2.8 billion at an annual rate of 4.0 percent. ,
That was down from $5 .6 billion -and an 8.1 percent rate in
August.
The Fed has raised interest rates six times since June 1999 to
slow the economy and its main engine, consumer spending.
Consumers account for two-thirds of all economic activity. The
central bank's rate increases are designed to raise borrowing costs
and thus cool demand for such big purchases as cars and homes.
Last month the Fed, citing evidence of moderating economic
growth, opted not to boost rates again.
But it held the door open to additional increases should inflation risks intensify. The Fed's report on consumer credit includes
credit card debt and loans for autos, boats and mobile homes. It
does not include loans backed by real estate, such as home mortgages or increasingly popular home equity loans.
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Studentsget involvedthroughexit polls
JESSICA WHATCOTT

Staff Writer

Utah State University's
political science students
had the opportunity to take
part in the exit polling
process Tuesday at locations in Hyrum, Smithfield,
Brigham City and
Tremonton.
Exit polling involves stationing groups of volunteers at arbitrary precincts,
where they select random
voters to poll as they exit
the voting booth. At a preset time, volunteers call the
infurmation into a central
hul-i where it is complied
into a computer database.
"The purpose of exit
polling is: first, political, to
try fo give people the
results of the election
before the actual counting
of votes," said political science instructor Shannon
Peterson, the adviser for
this year's poll. The election re 1sults that you see
early in the news are actually fro:m exit polling,
Peterson said.
Peterson also said the
poll provides useful demo-

graphic information that
can be studied by students.
For example, in addition to
discovering how people
actually voted, the questionnaire reveals what
political party voters identify with, how liberal or
conservative they see themselves, their religious preference and education background.
The political science
department at USU does
not use any of the information that the students collect. In fact, pollsters call
the results directly to
Brigham Young University.
BYU has run one of the
most well-respected polls
in the state for more than
20 years, Peterson said.
Anna Tuttle, president
of Pi Sigma Alpha (the
national honor society for
political science majors),
said BYU writes the exit
polling questions and sends
out packets to colleges
across Utah. The political
science students there
coordinate the effort and
compile the information.
Classes at BYU analyze the
results and try to under-

stand the data.
Participation in exit
polling at USU is mostly
for the students' benefit,
Peterson said.
"It's a good opportunity
for students to take part in
the political process.
Polling has become such an
integral part of the voting
process," Peterson said.
There is a lot of science
involved in reducing bias
and trying to understand
the results, she said.
Volunteers for exit
polling were recruited from
political science classes,
although Tuttle said she
was contacted by interested
students outside of the college. Students who participated will receive one
pass/fail credit if they write
a paper about the experience.
One thing the BYU poll
is focusing on this year is
finding out why certain
people don't want to
respond to the exit polling.
Comparing who responds
with who doesn't will
reveal things about political
activism or trust, Peterson
said.

Regentsto pick
newpresident
The Utah State Board
of Regents will meet today
in the Sunburst Lounge at

lp.m.
They will be voting to
select USU's new president.
Current USU President
George H. Emert is
scheduled to retire from
USU on Dec. 31 after
eight years in the position.
He announced his resignation in May. He has not
yet announced his plans
after leaving his current
post.
Emert is USU's 13th
president.

Concertto raise
moneyfor arena
KATIE EMMETT waits as her dad Bill fills out an exit poll questionnaire
after voting at the armory in Smithfield Tuesday./Liz Maudsley photo

► NoPREs
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Doing

~ his part
~esidential

TYSON GOLLA HER receives a ballot Tuesday at a table set up in Jones Hall for Aggie Village
voters. On-campus students voted in Jones Hall and at the Nutrition Building./Zak Larsen photo

election called ultimate in reality television

DAVID BAUER

A~ociated Press

NEW YORK~)It was the ultimate in reality television for grateful
networks Tuesday: a presidential election with the final survivor a true mystery as the night wore on.
After a nailbiting night, shortly after
2:15ia.m EST, the TV networks
decU1tedGeorge W. Bush the winner
ove.-rAl Gore in Florida - and thus the
nation.
But that didn't end the drama. By
3:30a.m. EST, NBC'sTom Brokaw
continued to wonder aloud if Florida
was a lock for Bush. Only several hundred votes separated the two men, he
noted, with 30,000 uncounted absentee
ballots.

"That would be something if the networks managed to blow it twice in one
night," he said. Before too long, CNN
started to waver, too - especially after
neither candidate appeared in public as
expected.
Brokaw's rueful remark referred to
the networks predicting earlier in the
evening that Gore would win Florida.
Two hours later, they took that prediction back, saying the race was too close
too call.
It made for gripping television. The
networks spent millions of dollars on
polls and vote-gathering efforts in an
attempt to find out the results as quickly
as possible. Instead, they got something
better - old-fashioned suspense.
"Those of you who have stayed up
with us, you have been rewarded with

one of the all-time close races," CBS'
Dan Rather said at one point.
On Tuesday night, several analysts
said their networks were takina time
declaring states for either candidate,
wanting to make sure exit poll results
matched up with actual returns.
'We're waiting on a possible decision
in Florida, but you've got time to J>Uton
another cup of coffee and pour it,
Rather said before 8 p m. EST
Ten minutes later, NBC projected
Gore the winner in Florida. Other networks followed soon after. But two
hours later, video of Bush appeared on
TV screens saying he wasn t giving up
Florida. By9:55 p.m. EST, CNN had
► SEE TELEVISION
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hold the House, Senate and presidency
for the first time in 46 years.
In New York, Hillary Rodham
Clinton made history, becoming the
nation's first first lady to win a Senate
seat. "You taught me, you tested me,"
Mrs. Clinton told her adopted New
Yorkers. "I am determined to make a
difference for all of you."
Republicans held 50 seats to the
Democrats' 48 with races in Michigan
and Washington state unresolved.
Those 50 seats were enough to ensure
GOP control no matter who won the
cliffhanger presidential race.
A Gore victory would elevate his
running mate, Connecticut Sen. Joseph
Lieberman, to the vice presidency,
opening the door for GOP
Connecticut Gov. John Rowland to
name a Republican replacement. A victory by Bush would make Dick Cheney
vice president, in line to break any tie
votes in the Senate.
Supporters in Nashville chanted,
"Recount!" and indeed state law made
it certain that whoever wins Florida,
officials will review the vote.
In the most dramatic election in
decades, it all came down to Florida.
AP's analysis showed the narrowest of
margins with final votes still being tallied in several Democratic counties and
indeed Bush's margin practically disappeared.
'We hope and believe we have elected the next president of the United
States," said Bush campaign chairman
Donald Evans. " ... They are still counting and I am confident when it is all
said and done, we will prevail"
The election offers voters a choice
of four more years of Democratic rule
or a Republican "fresh start."
Florida would give Bush 271 votes in
the Electoral College, one over the
majority needed to claim the presidency.With all the precincts counted, Bush
led by 1,800 votes out of almost 6 million cast, and under state law the margin would require a recount. Some
absentee and overseas ballots were yet
to be tallied .
Three other states were still to close
to call: Oregon, Wisconsin and New
Mexico.

The presidential race - among the
closest in a generation - foretold the
end to Bill Clinton's turbulent eight
years in office.

I
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ly 8:30 p.m., precinct boxes
containing election judge pay
vouchers, precinct books, lists
of registered voters and other
information and supplies are
brought in by the head judge
to the Cache County Clerk
Office at 170 N. Main Street
in Logan.
Once these are in, they are
separated to record judges for
payroll and store voter lists,
and the boxes are put back
into storage until the next
election.
The actuai ballots are
brought in metal boxes and
given to sworn-in judges.
These judges, who have
promised to uphold the constitution of both the country and
the state, take the ballots to be
counted.
They take out and tally the

write-in votes and look over
each ballot to make sure it
hasn't been tampered with.
The ballots are then read by
machine in the office of the
Cache County Clerk's office.
Evelyn Palmer, deputy
clerk, said she participated in
the primary election, but this
was her first presidential election.
"They don't seem to be
coming in as fast as the primary," Palmer said at 9:30 p.m.
The staff members of the
County Clerk's office said they
anticipated a long night ahead
as soon as the polls closed at 8
p.m.
The staff also said they
agreed the long wait time is
due to this being a presidential
election; it is much more
involved.

Business
as usual
fortrashonFriday
Although Logan City
offices will be closed Friday
in observance of Veteran's
Day, residential and commercial garbage will be collected as usual, according to
the Division of
Environmental Health.
The landfill will be open
regular hours Friday and
Saturday, 8 a.m. to S':30
p.m.

Logancutsribbon
fornewaddition
A ribbon-cuning ceremony for the Logan
Community Recreation
Center addition will take
place Thursday at noon.
The center is located at
195 S. 100 West in Logan.
The public is welcome at
the ceremony.
The addition to the facility includes a new aerobics
room and weight room
facility.
For more information,
contact the recreation center at 716-9250.

►LocAL
(I

The Bridgerland
Community Ice Arena
(BCIA) and ComUSU, a
student-governed and
operated public relations
firm at USU, are putting
on a concert at the
Fieldhouse Thursday.
The concert will begin
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is
$3 with a USU student ID
and $5 without.
The concert will feature
three bands with ties to
Logan. Local band Clovis
and Felix:, which is playing
second, is a British-pop
style band that has members attending USU.
Leading off the concert
will be the band Headline,
which has the distinction
of playing on the Vans
Warped Tour with such
bands as Blink 182, Ice T,
Sevendust, Blackeyed Peas
and Pennywise.
Rounding out the concert will be Sandkicker, a
Salt Lake City band.
Each of the bands are ''
playing for free to help
raise money and awareness
for the BCIA. Booths of
CDs, T-shirts and other
band memorabilia will be
sold at the concert.
All proceeds from the
concert will go toward the
BCIA.
Donations are still critical to the building of the
facility, said BCIA
Executive Director Janet
Borg.
For more information,
contact Borg at 787 -2288.

Correction
USU hockey player Rad
Anderson was mistakenly
identi£ed as Deryk
Anderson's brother in a photo
caption in Monday's issue.
The two are not related. The
Statesmanapologizes for this
error.
ELECTION OFFICIALS are sworn in before the ballots can be counted. Many of the officials work
only on election night and are not regular government employees./Zak Larsen photo
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A nation in turmoil
ALISHA TOL.\IA:\

Staff Writer

It's a country of 11 official
languages. A country \\;th a:i
long historical tradition of
racial segregation in all areas of
life. A mixture of extreme
poverty and modem lmuries,
South Africa is a nation that has
made a lot of 20th century news
and captured the interest of
people across the world.
.
According to the "Academic
American Encvclopedia," the
known inf1ahitants of
South Africa were San and
Khoikhoi hunters and gatherers, who were followed by
Bantu-speaking people.
The area remained populated this way until the late 15th
century, when Dutch explorer
Batolomeu Dias brought the
region to European attention,
the encyclopedia said. For a .
long while, the area - especially South Africa's southern tip,
known as the Cape of Good
Hope - was used hy
Europeans simply as a pit-stop
for ships en route to other parts
of the world, said Utah State
Universitv instructional technology professor Nick
Eastmond, who lived in South
Africa for a vear.
In 1652, the first European
settlement was created by Jan
Van Reiheeck as a station for
the Dutch East Indian
Company, Eastmond said.
Dutch settlement spread
until Britain received the territory as a result of the

first

Napoleonic \Vars, tl1e e~1cy~lopedia said. British colomzatton
began in earnest in 1820, the
encvclopedia said.
The Dutch in South Africa
spoke a language called
Afrikaans, a version of Dutch
that is still spoken hy white
South Africans today.
The Dutch settlers, called
Boers - Afrikaans for "farmers" - moved inland much as
American pioneers moved west,
Eastmond said.
\Vhen diamonds and gold
were discovered, the Hritish
also moved inland.
A conflict for ownership
kno\\n as the Anglo-Boer \Var.
was fought. Britain emerged
victorious, and in 1910, the
Union of South Africa was
formed, Eastmond said.
In modem South Africa,
there are four official racial category: white Afrikaners - the
descendants of European settlers - Indians, Coloureds those of mixed racial heritage
- and black Africans,
Eastmond said.
"Privileges go in that order,"
Eastmond said.
After \Vorld \Var II (South
Africa fought on the side of the
Allies), a political group called
tl1e Nationalists began a policy
kno\\n as apartheid, which
means "aparmess" in Afrikaans,
Eastmond said.
"Apartheid was seen as a way
► SEE SOUTH

AFRICA
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~LINE
>

1st Millennium: South
Africa is populated by huntergatherers later known as
"Bushmen" or "San."

>

1652: Small party of
Dutchmen led by Jan van
Riebeeck arrives at Cape to
establish a refreshment station
for ships; when they discover
the resources are not readily
available, they decide to establish a colony.

>

1770: Europeans and
Bantu-speaking peoples meet
at the Great Fish River; a long
period of war begins.

>

1836: The Great Trek:
Thousands of Dutch speakers
(now known as Afrikaners)
travel north out of the colony.

>

1867: Diamonds are discovered near Vaal River.

>

1893: Mohandus Gandhi
arrives in South Africa and
later activates and leads campaigns against racist discrimination.

>

1912: Later the African
National Congress (ANC),
the South African Native
National Congress (SANNC)
is founded.

andpoor
areas
different
asblack
andwhite,
modern,
post-apanheid
South
Africa
struggles
to
overcome
crime,
povenv,
inequalitv
andracial
tensions.

ABOVE: Black South

Africans face poverty and a
life of hard work.

USU class hopes to raise

money for S. Africanschool
DEBBIE LAMB

Staff Writer

Utah State University professor
Nick Easonond's Honors 3030 class
is trying to raise $2,000 to help
build a school for the less fortunate
in South Africa. The class is working with the International
Foundation for Education and SelfHelp, IFESH, an organization set
up to build schools, among other
things , in poverty-stricken areas of
Africa.
"Because we've been studying
South Africa, I'm pretty sure it's
going to be built in South Africa,"
Easonon<l said. "We've learned
about the deplorable conditions
down th ere and there really is this
feeling that we've got to do something."
The students have planned a
couple of different fund raisers to
reach their goal. A walk-a- thon is
planned for next spring. Tentatively
set for March 30, the walk-a-thon
will be held after the class has ended
for the semester, Easonond said.
Student,; are also planning to
place jars in local businesses and
food services throughout the community.
"We've been given so much,"
said Sarah Huhne, a student in the
class. "Personally I feel guilty sitting

here in the lap of luxmy, comparatively speaking."
The class is hoping that they will
be able to have a lot of public
involvement. They are also trying
to involve the student,; at Edith
Bowen Elementary .
Last year the students in a fifthgrade class made cookies to help
with another fund raiser, said Olivia
Lester, another student in the class.
The students were really successful,
she said.
"Hopefully people in the community will donate," said Deirdra
Hard y, another student in the class.
"\Ve want to leave them in the businesses W1tilChrisonas; holidays
tend to bring out the generosity in
people ."
The students have many reasons
for wanting to help, but the rewards
outweigh the praise.
"The reward of it is knowing
that we can actually make a difference and become global citizens,"
Lester said. "By letting people know
about it, they can give their 2 cents
worth."
"We want people to know that
they do not have to he a member of
the class to help," Lester said. If
students are interested in helping
out they may contact Eastmond
797-2642 or at his office, Educa · n
building, Room 211, she said.

>

1913: Natives Land Act
establishes the African
Reserves, dividing land
between black and white
South Africans; 87 percent of
land is established as white.

>

1948: National Party
Government is established by
election victory, with D.F.
Malan as prime minister;
apartheid ("apartness")
becomes the institution of
government.

>

1952: Pass Laws implemented.

>

1953: Bantu Education
Bill established (education for
Africans to be only servants
and laborers).
A POOR BLACK WOMAN AND CHILD stand around~ fire in the street in

front of an urban township. Black Africans in South Afnca were on the ~owest rung•in South Africa's recently ended apartheid s)'.stem,_an~i e~en_w1th
apartheid's end, they still suffer pov~rty, ponr education, d1scnmmat10n
and numerous other inequalities./l\1ck Eastmond photo

>

April 1994: First democratic, ndmacial elections;
ANC wins 63 percent of the
vote; Nelson Mandela is
sworn in as South Africa's
president

WHITE SOUTH AFRICANS,

especial! y Afrikaans-speaking
Europe ans, enjoy a luxurious life
in comparison to their ~lack
African, Coloured and Indian
neighbors. LEFT: A white child
in South Africa dives into a swimming pool. Most white South
Africans live in luxury compared
to their African, Coloured and
Indian neighbors. BELOW: A
white South African's
house. / Nick Eastmond photos
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of shpoorting indig10us culturJs,' Eastmond ~d. "Each
group CQulddevelJ as it
wanted to."
Apartheid con'led black
Africans to "horrlands,"
which were like merican
Indian reservati ,1s, but larger, Eastmond s,J.
In the citiesJlacks had to
live in urban hmelands
called "townslps."
Soon, how,er, black
Africans roseip against the
discriminatio, according to
the encyclor,<lia.
Black acuists such as
Nelson Ma·dela were
imprisoned Eastmond said.
Mrndela bcame an icon for
anti-apartleid action,
E;t;tmondsaid.
Facinginternational scoi,
SouthAfica began to discontinue apartheid in 199,
Easttnond said.
"'Vhat they realized i~hat
sepa-ate is not equal; it ,is-

n't there and it wasn't [in the
l.;nited States]," Eastmond
saia.
To help the healing
pibcess, Roman Catholic
A-chbishop and black activist
Desmond Tutu headed a poli:y known as "Truth and
leconciliation" in 1996,
~astmond said.
During the Truth and
Reconciliation hearings,
many of the atrocities that
were committed during
apartheid came to the surface, Eastmond said.
Those who confessed
would be given amnesty,
Eastmond said.
The hearings were meant
to help white and black
Africans forgive one another,
and "you can't forgive someone for something if you
don't know what it is,"
Eastmond said.
Black Africans were given
the right to vote in 1994, and

with that right rose the
power of the African
National Council, or Al'-JC,
Eastmond said.
Nelson Mandela served as
president until this June and
was regarded as "the George
vVashington of South Africa,"
Eastmond said.
He was replaced by current South African President
Thabo Mbeki.
"He is a very wise man,
very diplomatic," Eastmond
said.
There is currently a wide
demand for national education, Eastmond said.
Black involvement in the
government is increasing
considerably, but "not all the
way across the board,"
Eastmond said.
Eastmond currently teaches an honors class on race
and communication in postapartheid South Africa and
the United States.

YOUARE STILL
OING TOO FAST -

JY RY NOG
· TE VINNIG

TOP: A billboard illustrates the state of poverty and sickness of manv black Africans in Sou th
Africa. BOTTOM: South Africa has 11 official languages, includ ing English, the Dutch-related

Afrikaans and several tribal languages like Xhosa and Zulu. These traffic signs are printed in
English and Afrikaans./Nick Eastmond photos
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Student life differs
around the world
I

RETIREMENT

I NSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVl~ES

TUITION FINANCING

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
• Checkout
like this.

. otheraccoun
Performanc
ontbeWe

TIAA-CREF
has deliveredimpressive:
resultslikethese
by combiningtwo disciP,lined
investmentstrategies.
In our CREFGrowthAccount,one of manyCREFvariable annuities, we combineactive managementwith
enhanced indexing.With two strategies,we have
two wc-ysto seek out performanceopportunitieshelpingto makeyour investmentswork twiceas hard.
Thisapproachalso allows
us to adapt our investments
(REF
GROWTH
to differentmarket
INDUSTRY
ACCOUNTAVERAGE
conditions,which is
especiallyimportantduring
.____ __.___
_, volatileeconomictimes.

EXPENSE
RATIO

1..--------<

Ensuring
thefuture
forthosewhoshapeit.'"

CREFGROWTHACCOUNT3

1 YEAR
ASOF 6130/00

5 YEARS
6/30/00

;'.

SINCEINCEPTION
4/29/94

.

Combinethis team approachwith our low expenses
and you_'II
see hciwTIAA-CREF
stands apart from
the competition.Calland find out how TIAA-CREF
can workfor you today and tomorrow.

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref.

org

Formorecompleteinformationon our securitiesproducts,pleasecall 1.800.842.2733,
ext. 5509,to requestprospectuses.
Readthemcarefully
beforeyou invest. 1. TIAA-CREF
expensesreflectthe waiverof a portionof the Funds'investmentmanagementfees,guaranteeduntil July
1, 2003. 2. Source:Morningstar,Inc.6/30/00,tracking939 averagelarge-capgrowthannuityfunds. 3. Dueto currentmarketvolatility,our
securitiesproducts'performancetoday maybe lessthan shownabove.Theinvestmentresultsshownfor CREFGrowthvariableannuityreflect
pastperformanceand arenot indicativeof future ratesof return.Thesereturnsandthe valueof the principalyou haveinvestedwill fluctuate,
so the sharesyou own may be moreor lessthan their originalpnceupon redemption.• TIAA-CREF
Individualand InstitutionalServices,Inc
distributesthe CREFand TIAA RealEstatevariableannuities.• TeachersPersonalInvestorsServices,Inc. distributesthe PersonalAnnuities
variableannuitycomponent,m11tual
funds and tuition savingsagreements.• TIAAand TIAA-CREF
LifeInsuranceCo., NewYork, NY,issue
insuranceand annuities.• TIAA-CREF
TrustCompany,FSBprovidestrust,services
. • Investment products are not FDICinsured, may lose
v;,lue and are not bank guarant'Fed.~ 2Q00TJ,AA-CREF
08/03
I

SOUTH AFRICAN STUDENTS study in a library at the Border 1echnikon. Thoug~nuch about itudent
life around the world is the same as USU, much - from social li1eto study habits <d teacher-student
interaction - is significantly different/Nick Eastmond photo

From alcohol
to activities, no
2 schools alike
DouGSMEATH

AssistantFeaturesEditor
This summer, Utah State
University student Jennifer
Ewing attended La
Universidad de Costa Rica, a
university in San Pedro,
Costa Rica.
She waited in line more
tl;ian an hour any time she
wanted to use a computer,
even just to e-mail her family.
Many USU students both American and nonAmerican - have attended
universities around the
world, in cultures ranging
from European to Asian,
Soutb American to South

NEWSWEEK

FALL'S MUST-SEE FILM!
The lovable "Billy Elliot:' about an 11-year-old dancer, launches the film careers of
the amazing young actor Jamie Bell and celebrated stage director Stephen Daldry.
Already a smash in Britain, it may be the biggest sleeper since "The Full Monty:'
Billy Elliot is an 11-year-old English coal
miners 'son with an unexpected gift, and passion,
for ballet. It's a name you will remember, and not
just because the movie "Billy Elliot" bears his
moniker, As played by 'a wonderlul 13-year-old
newcomer named Jamie Bell, he may be the
most endearing prepubescent hero since the
disarming Swedish waif in "My Life as a Dog''
15 years ago. And this delightful film, with its
surprising depth charges of emotion, has the feel
of a movie that's going to lodge itself in the
public's affections for a long time to come.
To say that"Billy Elliot" is a crowd pleaser is a
no-brainer, but it doesn't do the movie justice,

and it doesn't convey just how passionately
audiences take this small English film to heart.
In Britain, where it was No, 1 its opening
weekend, it surpassed the opening numbers for
"Four Weddings and a Funeral" and almost
equaled those for "The Full Monty"- the two
most sv.ccessful British films to date. The
London critics have been raving, and even the
hippest moviegoers have been spotted dabbing
their eyes with hankies as they emerge from
Billy's excellent adventure ...A ·movie so artfully
made, so deeply charming, so heartfelt,
it's not only pointless to resist, it's damn
near impossible.
-David Ansen

.Bill.y Elli0~t

~ts
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Matheson's win in Utah's House District 2
intportant in partisan fight for Congress
Matheson said he was proud his
campaign didn't retaliate.
"I would have preferred the camIt was Utah's most expensive and
paign have a higher level of discourse
possibly most negative congressional
than a number of negative and deceitful
race, but in the end, Jim Matheson
attacks that went against me, but I'm
stayed positive and became the first
really proud the voters looked beyond
Democrat elected in the 2nd District
that," Matheson said.
since 1992.
Smith did not make a concession
Thousands of voters who supported
speech Tuesday night and would not
George W Bush for president apparcomment on the results.
ently crossed over and supported
In Utah's 3rd District, Donald
Dunn, a 29-yearMatheson.
Meanwhile,
old former
(L)
Clinton White
Republican Reps. Jim
Hansen and Chris
House staffer,
out-raised
Cannon held on to
Utah's other two
Cannon, but was
seats in the House of
unable to get
Representatives.
much traction in
the overwhelmWith 83 percent of
precincts reporting,
ingly conservative
Matheson led Smith
district.
56 percent to 41 perWith 96 percent of precincts
cent.
in, Cannon, one
Matheson's district
was believed to be
of the House
key to Democrats'
managers who led
the impeachment
hopes of taking con-Judy Petersen,
trol of the House or
of President
Clinton, led
at least reducing the
Salt Lake City voter
Dunn, 60-36.
Republicans' majori"I'm really
ty.
Utah airwaves and voters' mailboxes
excited," Cannon said. "If we can hold
were bombarded with scathing attacks
Florida we'll have a Republican presion Matheson, hinting he supported
dent and sign into law the legislation ...
special rights for cross-dressers and
assuring Social Security in the future
cozied up to left-wing extremists.
and paying down the debt."
The ads were paid for with an
In the 1st District, Hansen, 68,
unprecedented infusion of "soft
already the longest-serving representamoney," unregulated dollars that
tive in Utah history, won an I Ith term.
poured in from the Democratic and
With 94 percent of precincts reporting,
Republican parties and other partisan
Hansen beat attorney Kathleen
interests.
McConkie Collinwood, 68-26.
In some cases, voters were repulsed
But the race that was clearly the
marquee matchup was Mathesonby the tone.
"(Smith's) negative campaigning was Smith.
really obnoxious," said Salt Lake City
Matheson, 40, is an energy consulvoter Judy Petersen.
tant and the son of the late two-term
"I would prefer for him to come out
Gov. Scott Matheson, Utah's last
and state what he's for and not attack
Democratic governor who made his
the other guy."
polit.cal career on straight-talking pop-

RESTAURANT

ROBERT GEHRKE

Thursday,Nov. 9th•Open 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Desserts
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/R.epublican
candida,teDerek}
Smith~ negative
camj}azwzzng
was
reallyo7moxzous.
"

$8.25

Congressman-elect Jim Matheson

ulism.
The son revived his father's campaign slogan, "Matheson Makes Sense,"
and took similarly moderate positions
- paying down the debt, eliminating
the marriage tax, stabilizing Social
Security and local education control.
Smith, 36, is an Internet entrepreneur who campaigned hard on his business credentials and the threat that a
Democratic-led House could mean bigger government, higher taxes and federal control of education.
But Smith's business reputation came
into question when it was reported that
he broke state and federal laws five
years ago by diverting money from his
employee's 401(k) retirement accounts
and failing to pay taxes.
Smith said he was trying to keep his
company afloat and would do it again
to save jobs.
He repaid the money, righted the
company and now reports his net worth
as high as $26 million.
Smith upset incumbent Rep. Merrill
Cook in a Republican primary.
Cook had been hurt by embarrassing
reports of a volatile temper and erratic
behavior.

Students welcome
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MOVIE
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HOTLINE •
MAIN
753-6444 inefour

Theaters

$3

Digital
Surround
Sound in all Theaters

The Kid(PG) Dally 7:20 Sal 12:10, 2:20, 1':20
BringIt on Dally 7:30,9:30Fri, Mldnlohl,
Sal,12, 2:10, 1':30

.

TheReplacements
oa11y1 :1o,e:20
Sal 12, 2:10, 1':20, MIDNIGHT
Thurs & Fri.

What lies beneath(PG-13) Dally 7, 9:30
Sal 2, 1':30 MIDNIGH1Fri

CoyoteUgly(PG-13) Dally 9:20 MIDNIGHTFri
MIDNIGHT
MOVIES
Thurs midnight: The Raplacamanls
Fri midnight: Coyote Ugly, Brina II on,
Whal lies banaalh, The Replacements

All midnight llckels $2
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'-----------------------------------Appointments

PETER MULLIGANcalls out incoming poll numbers to Kim Allen at the Republican Party ~eadquarters in Loga~. Both !he Republican
and Democratic parties watched with anticipation as results from battleground states, espe□ally the constantly fl1p-floppmg state of
Florida, made Tuesday's election the tightest in decades./Zak Taylor photo

OR WALK-INS

535 E 1400 N
(Next to Lees Market)

VISA'.

723•8045
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►TELEVISION
From Page 3
taken back its projection that
Gore had won the state.
CBS quickly followed,
then NBC.
"This night got even
more complicated and
tricky," CNN's Jeff
Greenfield said.
An early sign of a tight
race came during the network evening news.
Anchors usually can be
counted on to drop subtle
hints from exit poll results
about how the night will
unfold, but few were forthcommg.
Rather convened a panel
of political experts and asked
them to pick a winner at
about 6:40 p.m. EST.
Linda DiVall picked Bush.
Harrison Hickman
guessed Gore.
Norm Ornstein, took a
pass.
"I honestly don't know,"
he said.
All said and done, he was
probably the most accurate
in his guess.

As the night passed,
guesses changed from the
question of who would win
to when the American public, the candidates, the analysts and any other interested
party would know the
results.
' ABC's George
Stephanopoulos, the former
political operative for
President Clinton, predicted
legal challenges to vote
counts would be brought in
several states if the race
stayed close.
Peter Jennings anchored
ABC's coverage from a midtown Manhattan studio,
alternating between the
lights of Times Square blinking behind him and the
lights from an electoral map.
On NBC, analyst Russert
used a laser pointer to pick
out states on a red, white and
blue map.
Later, Russert discarded
the pointer to scribble voting
projections in pen on a white
tablet.

CNN and Fox News
Channel used a graphic borrowed from sporting events,
displaying an electoral vote
count as a scorecard on the
corners of their screen.
MSNBC - the cable network started by Microsoft was disarmingly low-tech: A
production assistant, Kara
Kaplan, filled in states on a
map like a giant jigsaw puzzle.
Even as they faced the
prospect of a sleepless night,
political reporters were
almost gleeful.
"This is Christmas Eve
for us political junkies,"
MSNBC's Chris Matthews
said before any polls closed.
The excitement political
analysts felt - amid the
stress and exhaustion rivaled not only holidays but
also other well-established
American television standards.
"It certainly beats the
Oscars," Matthews said. "It
beats the World Series."
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Vigorous i •• volleyball

Volleyball
playsfinal
threegames

Aftermakingswitchfrom soccer,
CurrierhappyshebecameanAggie
SHEREEN SAUREY

Senior Sports Writer

Sophomore outside hitter Rochelle
Currier raises the level of intensity
when she is on the court.
"I've always been known to influence the energy out on the court,"
Currier said.
The 6 foot Aliso Viejo, Calif.,
native is the only returning freshman
on USU's women's volleyball team.
Other sophomores on the team are .
Shauni Fluckiger, Emily Kennedy and
Hailey MacKay, all of whom are
transfers.
Originally a soccer athlete, Currier
was bitten by the volleyball bug her
freshman year of high school.
"Nobody fo my family plays volleyball," she said. "All I have is brothers,
so we are a baseball family."
Currier's mother suggeste.d she
become involved in volleyball in high
school so Currier attended volleyball
camp. Despite not being able to make
it to tryouts, the high school coach
contacted Currier and asked her to be
on the team.
Two days after recruitment day at
USU and one day prior to her high
school volleyball playoffs her senior
year, Currier tore her anterior cruciate ligament. Ginny Alexander, USU's
head coach at the time, held Currier's
scholarship. Currier said that after her
injury, she began receiving even more
calls from recruiters.
"The other schools realized I wasn't committed yet and [the coaches]
know that a torn ACL isn't a careerending injury anymore."
Currier recovered in time to partic ipate in her club volleyball tournament in May of her senior year.
"It's great. I haven't had any problems with it. Just a little tendinitis,"
Currier said as she bent down to
"knock on wood" on the gym floor.
Currier committed to become an
Aggie the same day Alexander

SHEREEN SAUREY

SeniorSportsWriter ·

announced her resignation. She
admits she was apprehensive about the
new coach, Tom Peterson, but quickly
realized Peterson would lead the volleyball team to success.
"I always thought this program
could get here," Currier said.
"[Peterson] has turned this program
around in one year, literally."
Currier chose USU for many reasons. She said Utah State exemplifies
what she had in mind when she
thought of what she wanted her college campus to be like. Currier also
liked the idea of playing in the Big
West Conference.
"It's a great conference," Currier
said. "One of the best in the nation."
Playing in the Big West means facing such schools as the University of
California at Santa Barbara, the
University of California at Irvine and
California State University at
Fullerton.
"That was a big deal for me
because I got to see my family when
we played UC Irvine and UC Santa
Barbara/ ~he said.
Currier has been seeing more playing time this season. She has recorded
109 kills - one of only six team
members to have more than 100 kills
in the season so far. She has also contributed 111 digs this year alone . She
said while her passing and defense has
improved, she is focusing on upgrading her hitting.
"I want to be more consistent and
be more of an impact hitter," she said.
Currier said she has thoroughly
enjoyed the time she has spent so far
on the USU team.
"It's been everything I've wished
my volleyball career could be," she
said.
She said she is looking forward to
next year, when she will have the
opportunity to be more of a team
leader.
"I'm excited," she said. "It will be SOPHOMORE OUTSIDE HITTER ROCHELLE CURRIER elevates for a block in a
game against Pacific on Nov. 2. Currier has 109 kills this year./Casey Hobson photo
fun."
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18.
ISU is currently 8-20 on
the year. 4-12 in the Big
SkyConference. Senior
middle blocker Amanda
Berg leads the team with a
.262 hitting percentage. No
other team memberis hltting more than .200 on the
season. The Aggies are 1626 against the Bengals.
However, USU dld defeat
the Bengals earlier in tile
season.
BSU is in eighth place in
the Big West Conference.
The Broncos have a 3-11
mark in league play.
Althoughthe Aggiesare 41S all-time vs.BSU,USU
has beaten the Broncos in
their last three meetinID'.
Senior Amy Crosbie said
it is necessary that the team
finishes the seasbn with victories. Crosbie noted that if
it fallsto any of the remaining schools, .it will show that
USU is not a good team,
despite the Aggies• suc:ces.sful year so far. ·
Head coach Tom
Peterson said he has faithin
his team~
·
ulf we can defeat these
teams, I Plinkwe should get
a good seed mtheNQAA
tournament."
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Future looks bright for Utah State
soccer club after a rebuilding year
JASON TURNER

Staff writer

AGGIE MICHELLE MURRI, a freshman from Bountiful, gets the ball knocked away after a slide tackle
from a Weber State player on Oct. 3. USU was 5-12 on the season./ Joe Rowley photo

Womens
soccer
closes
outdisappointing
year
JULIE ANN GROSSHANS

Staff Writer

The Utah State University women's soccer
team finished the 2000 season with a win
against Boise State University, finishing with
an overall season record of 5-12 (3-5 in Big
West action). Despite coming out on top for
their final game, the Aggies thought it was a
frustrating season.
··1t wa~ probably one ot the most challenging years," said head coach Stacey Enos.
Enos .said she feels that it was a good team but
unfortunately they pulled it together a little
too late.
"The last two home games [against Pacific
and Long Beach State] were indicative of the
team," Enos said.
The effort, heart, and a great combination
of passes added up to two great games for the
Aggies, according to Enos.
.
Even though the Aggies didn't have the
best ofseason, they still had standout players.
Goalkeeper Michaela Hawes recorded
three saves during the season, the most recent
coming against the 'Broncos.

The only Aggie who was ranked in Big
West standings for goals was senior Marnie
Bartelson· who averaged .25 goals a game.
Bartelson was ranked eleventh in the BvVC.
She aiso finished the season averaging .56
points per game.
Freshman Ally Clegg was the only other
Aggie who placed in Big West standings.
Clegg finished the year fifth in assists averag ing .25 a game.
.. "It was just a disappointing year," Enos
said.
Despite the dismal record, there were some
positives for USU this season. The team posted its most shutouts in a single season since
the program's inauguration in 1996. USU
shut out Nevada, Idaho, and Boise State
behind the hands of senior goalkeeper
Michaela Hawes.
As a team, the Aggies finished third in the
USU record books for season goals with 22,
assists at 13, points with 57 and goalkeep er
►SEE WOMEN'S
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With only five returning
players from last year's A team
and a bunch of new faces, the
USU men's soccer team knew
this season would probably be
rebuilding year. The question
was - how much would the
team improve come the end of
the season?
As a result of inexperience,
the 2000 season featured many
trying times in which the team
was striving to establish itself
and become familiar with each
others style of play. In contrast,
in-state rival Weber State
University had the luxury of
having several players that have
been together four or five
years.
"Most of the guys met each
other the first day of practice,"
said USU coach Kyle Jacobsen.
However, the future appears
to he bri ght for USU as the
majority of its players will be
back next year, Jacobsen said.
"It will be a good core of
players ren1rnin g next year," he
said.
Most importantly, he said,
the Aggies were able to
improve as a unit, and that can
be a formidable task.
"Wh en you have a new
group ot guys, one ot the mosc
difficult things to do is improve
as a team," he said . "It's a lot
easier to improve individually."
At the beginning of the season, the Aggies had difficulty
avoiding defensive lapses.
Other than goalies Paul Dowdy
and Bryan Easterman, the
defense was fairly unfamiliar
with one another, thus communication was less fluid. Also,
· with the exception of the first
game against Salt Lake
Community College, USU
strug gled to find the back of

the net.
That would all change as
USU started to find its niche,
especially in the last tourna ment of the year in Colorado,
Jacobsen said.
"Hopefully the finish of this
year will reflect the first few
games of next year," he said.
In the Colorado tourney, the
Aggies started to come together, play as a team and play with
a carefr ee attitude - and it
showed, Jacobsen said.
After being shut out by the
Air Force Academy and the
University of Colorado during
their first Colorado road trip,

t

Utah State Umvmi.ty's
women's volleyball team is t
looking to finish its season
with three _strai~htvictories;
as the AggiesWJ!ltravel to 1·
Idaho this weekend to face
Idaho State University on
Thursday and Boise State
University on Saturday.
USU willcomplete its season with a match at the
University of Idaho Nov.

the Aggies were a different
team. USU shut out Wyoming,
4-0, and was in position to
defeat what Jacobsen called two
talented Colorado State
University squads.
vVin or lose, the Aggies
showed a strong work ethic,
hustle and the drive to improve
all year, he said. He said the
losses were never a result of a
lack of effort.
"Everybody recognized the
fact that we were giving every► SEE MEN'S
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USU SENIOR NEAL OBRAY fights for possession against a Ute
player in a game earlier in the season./ Zak Larsen photo
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prepares for playoffs nrr1

USU vying to become one of the host sites for the NCAA tourney
SHEREEN SAUREY

Senior Sports Writer

The NCAA women's volleyball tournament will be
held Dec. 7-10 at various sites
yet to be determined. The
Final Four will culminate in
Richmond, Va.
"We are bidding to be a
site," said USU's head coach
Tom Peterson. "That would
be cool for us to have that
chance."
Peterson said the list of
qualifications to be chosen as
a host school include: being a
good team, being able to
guarantee a certain amount of
spectators because the NCAA
takes a portion of the profits

competition.
"You just take the bracket
down to the end," Peterson
said. "If you win four matches,
you win the championship."
Pacific, the defending Big
West Conference champion,
sits atop the BWC rankings,
boasting a 12-1 record in
league action. The Tigers
have appeared in the Final
Four five times - including
last year - since the ince
tion of women's volleybal into
the NCAA in 1984. Long
Beach State University, ranked
No. 17 in the nation, is in
fourth place in the Big West
and has appeared in the Final
Four for three consecutive
years.

made by attendance fees and
location. The first two rounds
are played at 16 sites, the next
two rounds at four various
sites and the final in
Richmond.
Each of the approximately
30 conferences automatically
sends its champion to the
tourney. A committee then
chooses the remaining schools
based on season records,
regional representation and
other factors.
"It just depends on how
much the committee likes
you," Peterson said.
The 30 automatic bids, plus
the chosen schools, adds up to
a total of 64 teams. The tournament is a single elimination
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> V-BALL POLL

> BWC VOLLEYBALL

ConferenceOverall
5-4
W L Pct. W L Pct.
7-2
Pacific
121 .92320 3 .870
3-6
UCSB
102 .83319 6 .760
4-5
UtahState 9 5 .643198 .704
2-7
LongBeachSt.8 5 .61517 7 .708
CalPoly
7 5 .58313 8 .619
0-10
Idaho
4 8 .3331310.565
Rankings
BWC NCAA CSFullerton 3 9 .2508 16.333
Totaloffense
4th
BoiseState 311 .2147 16.304
55th
Rushing
offense 4th
70th
UCIrvine
111 .0837 15.318
Passing
offense 3rd
28th
Totaldefense
5th
104th
> BWC W. SOCCER
Rushing
defense 4th
89th
Passing
defense 4th
100th
ConferenceOverall
PlayerRankingsBWC NCAA
W L T Pts.W LT
Emmett
White
CalPoly
6 2 0 18 116 1
All-purpose
1st
1st
UCIrvine
5 3 0 15 10 7 2
Rushing
1st
8th
Idaho
4 2 2 14 116 2
Kickoffreturns 3rd
13th
LongBeachSt. 4 2 2 14 7 8 3
Scoring
1st
18th
UCSB
4 4 0 12 9 9 1
BradBohn
Pacific
34110882
Fieldgoals
1st
15th
CSFullerton 3 5 0 9 8 120
AaronJones
UtahState 3 5 0 9 5 120
Receiving
yards 2nd
27th
BoiseState 1 6 1 4 4 112
Cont.
UtahState
4-0
BoiseState
3-0
NewMexicoState 1-2
Idaho
2-1
NorthTexas
0-3
Arkansas
State D-4
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AVCATop-25
Pts.
1. Nebraska
(50) 1,490
2. Hawaii(10)
1,450
3. Arizona
1,366
4. Wisconsin
1,304
5. Colorado
State 1,219
6. USC
1,170
7. UCLA
1,157
8. Minnesota
1,135
9. Florida
994
10.Pacific
917
11.PennState
886
12.Pepperdine
837
13.OhioState
794
14.BYU
744
15.UCSB
703
16.SantaClara
604
17.LongBeachSt. 534
18.UtahState
371
19.Utah
328
20.Stanford
321
21.NotreDame
277
22.LoyolaMarymount
266
23.Missouri
245
24.Texas
A&M
126
25.Michigan
State 60

Between Wal-Mart and Sports Academy

The Most Reliable
Mode of Transportation
Any Time of the Year
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The University of
California at Santa Barbara is
in second place with a 10-2
mark in conference play.
Although USU is one notch
below UC Santa Barbara,
their overall records are similar. The Aggies hold a 19-8
season record, while UC
Santa Barbara has a 19-6
record .
Peterson said the No. 18
Aggies, despite dropping their
two most recent matches to
Pacific and Long Beach State,
have a good chance of receiving a playoff berth. USU is
currently in third place in the
Big West Conference standings with two conference
matches remaining.

EyesbyHART@aol .com
www.bridgerlandv islon,optometry.net
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Eye Exams
Glasses
"Red-Eyes"
Computer Vision '
Contact Lenses

~

Record USAToday/ESPNPts. Record
23-0 1. Oklahoma
1,474 8-0
22-0 2. Miami(Fla.)
1,403 7-1
21-2 3- FloridaState 1,352 9-1
23-2 4. Florida
1,272 8-1
25-2 5. Nebraska
1,265 8-1
19-2 6. Washington 1,139 8-1
17-5 7. Oregon
1,121 8-1
23-2 8. Virginia
Tech 1,081 8-1
21-3 9. Purdue
7-2
935
20-3 10.Oregon
8-1
State
886
21-5 11.Kansas
State
807
8-2
6-2
20-4 12.Notre
Dame
655
21-3 13.Georgia
6-2
634
7-2
18-6 14.Ohio
State
604
8-2
19-6 15.Clemson
588
6-2
21-3 16.Mississippi
State 579
17-7 17.Texas
7-1
Christian 518
7-2
19-8 18.Northwestern 470
17-6 19.Texas
7-2
462
14-10 20.Colorado
8-1
State 380
21-5 21.Michigan
6-3
312
17-7 22.Southem
Miss 261
6-2
7-2
20-4 23.Aubum
252
7-2
15-6 24.Texas
A&M
206
14-9 25.South
7-2
Carolina 199
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►WOMEN'S
From Page 8

USU MIDFIELDER KATIE SEAMAN comes from behind to try to
gain possession from a CS Fullerton player in a home game on Oct.
13. The Aggies were shut out that game, 3-0, on their way to a 3-5
record in the Big West Conference./Zak Larsen photo

saves at 97.
Senior Jayme Gordy, a
Cheyenne, Wyo., native,
leaves USU owning practically every title in the Utah
State record books. She is
the career record holder in
goals (35), points (76), and
shots (185) and ranks fourth
on the career assists list (6).
Gordy also holds four of the
top five spots on the all-time
season goal an<lshot lists, and
owns three of the top five
spots on the all-time season
points list.
Counting Bartelson,
Hawes and Gordy, USU will
say goodbye to six seniors .
Ashley Cracroft, Carrie
Niederhauser and Heather
Cox played their last game as
Aggies against BSU.
Cracroft finished tied for
fourth in the Big West in
assists on the year. She is tied
with three others as USU's
all-time career-assists leader
Niederhauser's career
totals rank her fifth on both
USU's career goal and point
lists.
Cox was the only senior to
start an<l play in every game
since her arrival in Logan in
1997. Cox earned secondteam all-BWC honors as a
freshman and was an honorable mention her junior year.
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►MEN'S
From Page 8
thing we had," he said.
Some other shining moments during the season included:
• Fonvard Neal Obray's offensive explosion
of six goals during a five-game stretch.
• After being shut out by Air Force and
Colorado early in the season, the Aggies held
Wyoming scoreless and nearly kept the
Colorado State gold team and Colorado
Mountain College without a goal towards the
end of the year.
• Forwards Treagan White and James
Barnard complementing Obrar as a scoring
threat toward the latter part o the season.
• After giving up a multitude of goals at the

beginning of the season, the defense limited
Colorado State's green and gold teams and
vVyoming to three goals in its last three games.
New faces were hardly the only changes from
last year's squad. USU dropped its B team, but,
according to Jacobsen, that wasn't necessarily a
bad thing .
"The fact that we didn't even have that in the
background helped out a lot," he said.
While it appears that a solid nucleus of players will ren1rn next year, Jacobsen will probably
step down. He is set to graduate Spring
Semester of 2001 and is looking to move on. As
of right now, there haven't been any candidates
named who might fill the vacancy, he said.
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AARON MORTON

SportsEditor

[

Utah Statemum:What is the
biggest media ever to interview
you?
Emmett White: Probably
Sports Illustrated. I talked to
them that Sunday (after the
game).
.
US: What did they talk to you
about?
EW:Just really how it feels.
How it felt, accomplishmentwise. How it actually happened.
He asked if there was something different, really. [And] did
I even maybe even think of
doing something like that.
US: How many media representatives have talked to you
this week?
EW: Eight to 10.

(no auditionrequired-it's not too late!)
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US: How many people do you
usually talk to?
EW: Usual people, like the
Statesman,HeraldJournal and
maybe, like, I don't even know.
US: Do you get a lot of other
people calling you?
EW: Actually, yeah, most of the
people that have called, I
haven't talked to them in five,
six months. They just called up
all of the sudden.
US: Was that your best game
ever?
EW: Yeah, I'm about positive.
US: What did it bump out?
EW: I think, a semifinal game
of high school [with Ben
Lomond High School].
College-wise, maybe the North
Texas game.
US: How much credit does the
offensive line deserve?

EW: Honestly, I feel they
deserve 90 percent. If they
don't block, then there is nothing there.
US: The offensive line has a
dinner every Thursday or
Friday. Have you ever been to
that dinner?
EW: Yeah, I went (twice].
Actually,Thursday I went and
ate with them.
US: Did that help (on
Saturday]?
EW: That's a good question.
I've been thinking about that.
The wallet is wearing a little
thin to keep going out to eat.
That's something I've definitely
got on my mind.
US: Did you vote?
EW: I didn't. Overall, my vote
isn't going to matter, anyways.
I'd vote, but I don't even know.
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AssistantSportsEditor
The Utah State Ultimate
Frisbee Club hosted what
Aggie player Myke Bybee
called a "college warm-up tournament" over the weekend at
the HPER Field. The
University of Utah, Brigham
Young University, Idaho State
University and Boise State
University all participated with
the Aggies in the tourney.
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BYU was the men's champion and USU took the women's
honors in the tourney.
Only two other schools in
the tourney fielded women's
teams - ISU and BYU.
"It was small, but very spirited and friendly," said women's
player Sarah Lundstrum of the
competition.
The Aggie women defeated
BYU, 13-4, then beat ISU, 134. They defeated the Bengal
women again in the champi-
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• racked
up578all-purpose
yards
• setCSUsingle-game
rushingrecord
with322yardsontheground
• scored
fourtouchd
owns
• hada career
-high134
receiving
yards
onsevenreceptions
• became
firstAggieplayer
torecord 100 ,
yardsrushingand100yardsreceiving
in
asinglegame

in home tourney Saturday
onship game, 13-5.
"We showed a ton of spirit
and potential," Lundstrum said
of her women's team. "The
rivalry that has gone on so long
with the USU/ISU men has
transferred itself to the
USU/ISU women."
On the men's side, USU
beat Utah 11-3, ISU, 9-8 and
BSU 11-5, but fell to BYU by a
score of 11-5.The Aggies lost
to the Cougars once more in
the championship game, 11-7.

The season doesn't start
until January, but Bybee said
each team had a lot of fun at
the tourney. Bybee was
impressed with how well the
first-year players performed.
"Our team is showing a lot
of promise this year with the
returning players plus a few
new ones," Lundstrum said.
USU will travel to Tempe,
Ariz., in two weeks to play in a
tournament against Ariwna
and Colorac\o schools.

team working out kinks before the spring season

AARON MORTON

SportsEditor
As the tennis team tries to claw its
way into the top of the Big West
Conference, the Aggies have had a
decent fall season, trying to prepare for
the more important spring season.
"It's been a pretty good fall," said
men's and women's head coach
Christian Wright.
After finishing in the middle of the
pack of the conference last season in the
spring, USU is working out the kinks in
the preseason fall.
Although the records haven't been
that impressive (16-37 in women's singles, 4-10 in douhles, 20-30 in men's

singles, 2-10 in doubles), Wright has
been encouraged by the results.
The most impressive performance in
the fall season was Andy Madersbacher
reaching the fourth round of the Region
Rolex 7 Tournament in Las Vegas, Nev.
Madersbacher, from Austria, won three
matches, including the 15th seed. He
was eliminated from the 128-player
tournament only after losing a close
match to the No. 2 seed.
"He had a good fall," Wright said.
"He's hitting the ball well."
With only a few more weeks of practice left in the Sports Academy, the team
is still hammering out some details like
doubles teams by playing challenge
matches . The men's team has eight play-

ers while the women's team has 10 players. Each team must have six singles
players and three double teams. Wright
said about half the doubles teams have
been decided.
Sarah Lowe will be the No. 1 player
on the women's team, but is being
pushed by several other players.
Madersbacher will be No. 1 on the
men's side.
The new players are performing well.
"They fit in nice with the team," he
said.
Wright said the team could improve
on is to not be over aggressive on their
shots.
"It's like they are taking a 3-pointer
on a fast break," Wright said.

CALL
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AT755-9530 Tiger speaks out against PGA tour affairs
·usoA Loan

Emmett

White
Junior
Running back,
Ogden
, Utah.
(BenLomond)
5-fool-11
199lbs.

TRUMBULL, Ct . (AP) Tiger Woods lashed out at the
PGA Tour for taking advantage of him, saying in a magazine interview that"his frustration is serious enough that it
"could escalate into a bigger
situation."
In an interview with Golf
World magazine, Woods said
commissioner Tim Finchem
speaks to him only when he
wants the No. 1 player in the
world to play in a certain tournament.
Woods also said he didn't
like how the tour was using his
image for its own marketing
and promotional purposes.
"I believe what I believe
in," Woods said. "I understand
the whole picture. What
amazes me is how much the
public doesn't understand."
When asked the seriousness
of his conflict with the tour,
Woods said, "Serious enough
that if we don't make everyone
aware of it now, it could escalate into a bigger situation."
Tour spokesman Bob
Combs said Finchem does not
discuss player relationships
with the media, but added that
the commissioner and Woods
have a "solid relationship."
"I'm confused by these

implications," Combs said. "At
every tournament, Tim has
been very public and very clear
about the excitement Tiger
has injected into professional
golf."
Asked to characterize his
relationship with Finchem,
Woods said a dialogue barely
exists.
"The only time he talks to
me is when he wants me to do
something for him," Woods
said. "To play in this tournament or that tournament. It's
not like he comes up to me
and asks me how I'm doing."
The magazine said Woods'
relationship began to sour last
year when the tour refused to
let his father follow the
"Showdown at Sherwood"
against David Duval in a golf
cart.
Since then, he has become
perhaps the biggest celebrity
in sports. Woods already has
won nine tournaments, including the last three majors, and
became the youngest player to
complete the Grand Slam.
Along with more than $20
million in tour earnings in just
over four years, he renewed
his contract with Nike that
will pay him $ 100 million over
five years, believed to be the
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richest endorsement by an athlete.
Golf World reported last
month that Woods will make
about $54 million a year in
endorsements, and he is protective of his sponsors.
One issue that Woods'
camp says is becoming a problem involves the use of his
image for advertising purposes, particularly when companies have no relationship with
Woods.
\,Voods last week won the
"Fall Finish" bonus program
sponsored by
PricewaterhouseCoopers,
which would like to promote
its involvement and Woods'
success. But Woods has a contract with American Express, a
competitor in the money-management field.
"Those are the types of
things that drive us absolutely
crazy," said Mark Steinberg,
Woods' agent at IMG.
"Something like that is an
implied endorsement. That's
an infringement on Tiger's
rights."
Tour regulations allow for
the use of player images in
such advertisements. As a tour
member, Woods has agreed to
those conditions .
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Battier, Mutphy

leadpreseason
All-America poll
JIM O'C0NN0LL

AssociatedPress
Shane Battier, a defensive
star with an impressive allaround game, and Troy
Murphy, the first player to lead
the Big East in scoring and
rebounding, were the leading
vote-getters Tuesday for The
Associated Pres.c;'preseason AllAmerica team.
Battier, who enters his
senior season at Duke, was one
vote short of being a unanimous selection by the 72-member national media panel, while
Murphy, who will be a junior at
Notre Dame, was on 62 ballots.
Joining the forwards on the
preseason team were Arizona
senior center Loren Woods,
who got 46 votes, and senior
guard Jamaal Tinsley of Iowa
State and sophomore guard
Joseph Forte of North
Carolina, who both had 39
votes.
Maryland senior forward
Terence Morris was sixth with
19 votes.
Battier averaged 17.4 points
and 5.6 rebounds last season.
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Hillary's hard work won Senate seat
(U

~INSIGHT
MarieCocco,
Newsday
It was never hard to tell
how the New York Senate
race would turn out.
Nothing about the historic
nature of a candidacy by a
sitting first lady of the United
States was going to make it
different.
Nothing about the flaming
intensity of emotion Hillary
Rodham Clinton evokes
would change things much.
The race, I would tell
friends and colleagues from
afar, would follow the iron
rules of New York politics: It
would be down and dirty.
And it would be lost by whoever turned out to make the
worst mistake.
So there were no surprises
Tuesday night, right?

----

Well, not exactly.
The surprise is that the
highest-profile Senate race in
the country was won not by
the more vicious candidate,
but by the harder working
one. Not by the candidate
with the hottest political consultants, but by the one who
put so much faith in old-fashioned shoe leather that she
would turn up in tiny counties that are accustomed to
seeing major political figures
only on TV.
The race was won not by
the candidate who looked at
how negatively voters viewed
his opponent - and tried to
make them despise her even
more. It was won by the candidate who looked at her
own negative ratings and did
everything she conceivably
could to overcome them.
And what would be done
about all the objections that she was a carpetbagger,
an "ultra-liberal," an ethical

Voting process
a cause of apathy
Apathy among colavoid making snap
decisions like they
lege students and
Americans in general
did Tuesday.
concerning politics
Is the Electoral
has almost become
cliche. Voters, espeCollege still relevant?
The president of
cially young voters,
are staying away from the United States is
the polls in droves.
selected based on
electoral
It's no
wonder
votes, not
popular
considvotes. The
ering
AStatesman
StaffEditorialEIector aI
the
parade
College,
that has become the
created as a compropresidential race.
mise between advocates for strict popuHow accurate is the
lar elections and
voting process?
advocates for strict
Early this morning
Congressional selecit was still unclear
tion, actually deterwho the victor of the
mines the outcome. A
presidential race will
candidate must
be. With a recount in secure 270 of the 538
Florida and confusion electoral votes in
among television sta- order to win. These
tions, it became starvotes are determined
ti i ngly evident that
by the states' popular
our voting system is
votes. In every state
outdated. Tom
but Maine and
Brokaw quibbed on
Nebraska, the candilive television that we date who wins the
majority of the state's
can buy gas and
check out library
popular votes obtains
al
I the state's elecbooks with the swipe
of a card. Why can't
toral votes. Because
we apply all our
of this, it is possible
for a candidate to
technology to the
voting process?
win the popular vote,
but lose the electoral
In Florida counters
vote and the presiwere digging through
dency.
boxes, trying to sort
Technology today
out what had been
should allow votes to
counted and what
be accurately tallied
hadn't. It's ridiculous.
in a timely manner.
We' re the most powThere is no reason
erfu I nation in the
Americans shou Id be
world and we can't
second -guessed. Why
keep a vote straight.
should Americans
vote, especially in
Television, media
states like Utah
could alter vote.
where the Republican
Polling and procandidate is guaranjecting votes is detriteed to win? If popumental to the voting
lar votes were tallied
system. What is proand determined the
jected on television
outcome, people
could easily sway a
nationwide wou Id be
voter to either not
vote at all or vote dif - infinitely more interested in voting
ferently. The media
because every pershou Id stay out of it,
son's vote wou Id be
let the results come
equally important.
in completely and
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agnostic (at best), an ambitious shrew?
Grind them to dust, her
advisers told Hillary Rodham
Clinton. And she did .
Clinton bored the media with
her droning speeches, moving from talk of the economy
to Social Security to health
care to child care to mass
transit to school bonds as if
she were delivering one of
her husband's trademark
State of the Union speeches.
She tended, with calculated devotion, to her base of
support in New York City's
minority communities. She
never missed a parade and
never failed to show up on
Sunday mornings at black
churches in the toughest
neighborhoods to show she
was there with the people
who had stood so long by
her and her husband - and,
she promised, she would
stick with them no matter
what.

Emert and Pugmire: Two of the best politicians
team.
Our football team is one
win away from attending the
Humanitarian Bowl.
How many people believed
that we would be in this position two months ago? Perhaps
Coach Dennehy, President
Emert, Rance Pugmire and the
football team, but I dare say no
one else.
So, what politics took place
in order for this amazing turnaround to happen? Well, first
Emert and Pugmire deserve
credit for making a proactive
decision.
Last year I wrote an article
stating what I believed to be
the only cure to the problem:
Fire coach Arslanian. Nov. 3,
1999, I wrote, "Changes r,nust
be made. President Emert must
decide where he wants to take
Aggie fans in the new millennium. He must be more proactive.
The Big West Conference is
falling apart in football. What
is Emert going to do? I recommend he does everything he
can to put us in a position of
prominence."
Well, Emert answered the
call. He fired Dave Arslanian
and hired Mick Dennehy, and
now look at us.
We are one opponent away

from a bowl game. Even more
we are the only Utah school
with a chance of going to a
bowl game, and if we were to
play BYU and the U of U
today neither school would
stand a chance.
I believe that Emert and
Pugmire made
the right deci<U
sion, and
while they
were criticized
for their vision,
I think very
few people
would be critiri;!.1Jt
cal of that
vision today.
They used
their political
power and
authority to the
fullest extent
and everyone
who is an Aggie fan should
thank them for it.
Of course Dennehy
deservescredit. He has done a
tremendous job as the head
football coach here. He has
motivated his players and
added to the class of the Utah
State University Athletics
department.
As I am writing this article
Emmett White and many other
football players are in the com-

puter lab studying and writing
papers the day after their win.
That illustrates a truly great
commitment by players and
coaches.
I congratulate Emert,
Pugmire, Dennehy and all the
football players and coaches
for standing
tall when the
odds were
against them.
Emert we will
miss your
example of
effective political power.
You made the
few
tough decisions when
you had to.
I hope the
next president
will follow in
your footsteps
and use his/her political power
and authority by making sure
the football team has a conference to play in two years from
now.
I look forward to watching
Aggie football in December.

ments of his chair to succeed
greatly. He is 25, a graduate
of the University of California
Berkeley, and is now working
on his master's degree at the
University of Washington .
appropriate language. The
He is a member of the
Statesman should be a place
International Student
where students can go to
Correlation in Seattle and
learn and become better
hopes to have a future in
people, but with this recent
international relations. He is
issue I was appalled with the
also a student teacher of
corrosion that you are
Sociology 101.
spreading . You do have the
He has been river rafting ,
freedom to say what you
downhill skiing, camping and
want, but I also have the
more. He has traveled to
freedom to give my opinion
England, South Korea, Costa
on what you say.
Rica and most states in
America.
Needless to say, his
John Mulholland
future includes more than just

"a wheelchair and little else."
I enjoyed Strasburg's article on therapeutic riding and
thank her for diving into this
beneficial subject.
But to say that someone in
a wheelchair has a limited
future is an unrealistic and
unsympathetic generalization. Stating life in a wheelchair is a dead-ended future
is inaccurate and insensitive .
I am writing this letter in
hopes to educate people and
help them understand that
having a disability does not
necessarily mean having limi tations.

cu

~COMMENT
Kade
Minchey

Well, the election is over! If
my prediction was right, then
George W . Bush is our next
president. Now that the election is over I would like to start
focusing on other political
issuesthat affect Utah State
University .
The type of politics I am
referring to takes on this definition. Politics is the totality of
interrelationships in a particular area of life involving power,
authority or influence, and
capable of manipulation.
This definition of politics is
relevant in showing how
President George H. Emert and
Athletic Director Rance
Pugmire used politics as a
means of power and authority
to win back the dignity of the
Utah State University football

~WORDS

''

... Emert and
Puf!J11,ire
made the
decision... I
t!Jinkvery
peoplewoutdbe
criticalof.that
v:sionto'day
.."

Kade Minchey's columns
appear every other Wednesday
in the Statesman. Comments
may be e-mailed to
kade45@hotmail.com
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Letters

to the Editor

Letter demonstrated
lack of vocabulary
Dear Editor,
I was very disappointed
with Mr . Harper's letter to
the editor. I am very disappointed that you, the
Statesman, published such
filth. I am disappointed with
Mr. Harper's show of a lack
of education and vocabulary.
At a university I would
expect that students would
have the education necessary to find and use more

Wheelchair doesn't
equal doomed future
Dear Editor,
I have written this letter to
the editor in response to the
article on Monday, Nov . 6
titled "Horses help disabled
- both mentally and physically," by Heather Strasburg.
I really enjoyed reading
about the positive aspects
therapeutic riding has on
people with disabilities.
I am also grateful for the
author to touch on this subject because I am very interested about this field.
However, I disagree, and
was disturbed by the comments made in the first and
third paragraphs. Strasburg

stated the future of Matthew ,
the boy in the article , as having a, "future that seemed to
include a wheelchair and lit tle else." And that, "he was
headed for a life in a wheelchair." This sentence is structured as if to say life in a
wheelchair is a horrible
thing!
My brother has spastic
cerebral palsy just as
Matthew does in her article,
and my brother was also
involved in therapeutic horseback rid ing when he was
younger.
He has led his life in a
wheelchair and has succeeded past the social confine-

Aimee Riggle

~STATESMAN
Staff
Editor in Chief
News Editor
FeaturesEditor
SportsEditor
WrreEditor
Photo Editor

VickyCampbell
Leah L. Culler
Jared Sterzcr
Aaron Morton
Jennifur Brennan
Liz Maudsley

About letters
• Letter.;shouldbe limitedto 350 words.
• All letters may beshortened,edited or rejected for reasonsof good Clste, redundancy
or volumeof similarletters.
• No anonymousletters will be published.Writers must sign all letter.;and includea
phone number or e-mail addressand a student identificationnwnber .
• Letter.;representinggroups- or more thanone individual- must have a singular
reprcsentltiveclearlystated,with all necessaryidentificationinformation.
• Writers must wait 21 daysbefore submittingsuccessiveletters - no exceptions.
• Letter.;can be hand deliveredor mailed to Tb, St11tts11U111
in the TSC, Room 319,or
can be e-mailedto cditori)st:atesman.usu.edu
Faculty members:If you have an idea for the "FacultySoapbox,•contact the editor in
chiefat 797-1762.
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Britain,Italy
suffer more
flooding

DAVID MCHUGH

IAN PHILLIPS

AssociatedPress

AssociatedPress

LONDON - Relentless
rains, already blamed for 19
deaths across Europe, triggered
further flooding in Britain and
landslides in northern Italy on
Tuesday with no end to the bad
weather in sight, officials said.
Britain, where 12 people have
died since storms first struck last
week, continued to bear the
brunt of the rains, with 43
severe flood warnings of"immi~
nent danger" to life and property in effect on 29 rivers.
Thousands fled their homes. In
northern Italy, scores of people
evacuated their homes as storms
triggered floods and landslides.
Three people, including an
elderly man who drowned in his
home, died Monday in Liguria,
the area around Genoa hit hard
by recent bad weather. Three
M
others have died in France, and
one in Irelan<l. In Italy's centersouthern Abruzzo region, a man
was missing after his fishing
boat went down in a storm off
the coast ofVasto in the Adriatic
Sea. Off the Tuscan coast, a
merchant mariner from Cape
Verde also was lost in rough
weather. The driving rain was
forecast to continue across much
of Europe this week.
The wo.rst-hit areas Tuesday
were northeast England and
eastern Scotland, where several
main roads were cut off.
Officials said more than 5,000
properties have been flooded
nationwide. More than 2,000
people were being evacuated
from their homes in Yorkshire,
northern England, Tuesday
evening. The chairman of
Britain's Environment Agency
warned that the nation was "still
in the thick of a crisis," and that
the situation may not improve
before next week. The agency's
chief executive, Ed Gallagher,
said that some flood victims may
not be able to return to their
homes for up to nine months
9ecause of polluted water seeping into wells. The governmen.t
will male 3,000 vacant Ministry
of Defense homes available to
displaced flood victims, Deputy
Prime Minister John Prescott
announced late Tuesday. Police
and army officers woke scores of
homeowners overnight in two
North .Yorkshire villages in
northern England, urging them
to leave as the River Aire threat' ened to burst its banks.
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Are you looking
for an
engagement ring?

www.seneedham.com

141 N. Main
. 752-7149

StoreHours

Mon- Fri 9:30- 8:00
Sal. 'Iii 6:00

www.seneedham.com

Norwegian divers complete
Kursk salvage operation
"In their short speeches, the
divers said they had done
everything possible for the
Kursk, and more," Navrotsky
said.
.
The divers had worked for
the past two days to remove
jagged debris from the upper
deck of th,e submarine's fourth
compartment, yet could only
move 6 feet along a single passageway, and no remains were
found. The divers then welded
shut the hole they had cut in
the section.
Divers decided not to
search for remains in the fifth
comparnnent because any
bodies were likely to be located on a lower level, which
could only be reached through
a hatch too small for the
divers' bulky suits, Navrotsky
said.
All the bodies were recovered from a rear compartment,
farther from the bow where
the explosions are believed to
have occurred.
Navrotsky said the Russian
cruiser Peter the Great and a
Russian ship checking for possible radiation leaks stayed at
the site. The Russian divers
will remain aboard the Regalia
for several more days to complete decompression necessary
after deep diving, he said.
Navrotsky and officials
from the Norwegian arm of

MOSCOW - Russian and
Norwegian divers cast a
,
wreath Tuesday on the arctic
waters above the sunken
nuclear submarine Kursk and
gave up their effort to recover
more bodies from the vessel,
saying they had done all they
could.
The remains of only 12 of
the 118 crewmen who died in
the Aug. 12 disaster were
brought to the surface and
identified during the risky 18day operation in the Barents
Sea off Russia's northern coast.
But navy officials had cautioned that most bodies would
not be recovered.
The explosions that sank
the Kursk likely blew many of
the crew to bits, and hurled
heavy equipment and machinery around the shattered vessel's compartments, making it
impossible for divers to safely
reach parts of the sub.
Northern Fleet spokesman
Vladimir Navrotsky said the
decision to end the operation
was made after a conference
between Russian and
Norwegian officials supervising the work. The divers
assembled on the mother ship
Regalia for a shon ceremony
before the vessel headed for
home in Norway.

Using human waste on industrial crops ·
causes stir in southern California
state's $28.4 billion annual
agricultural output, fear a consumer backlash if word gets
out that effluent from
Southern California is being
used to grow their crops.
"Folks are concerned that
the perception would be that
Kern County crops (intended
for humans) were poisoned
with sewage sludge. We know
that isn't true, but that is the
concern people ,have," said
David Price, who as chief of
the Kern County Resource •t:
Management Agenty helpe'clvu
draft the new rules. Since
1994, federal and state regulations have allowed the use of
sludge, also called biosolids, to
grow animal feed or fiber
crops, such as alfalfa or cotton.
Regulations govern how often
and how much sludge can be
used, to what extent it can be
contaminated with heavy metals and other industrial waste,
and what levels of pathogens
are acceptable. The sludge is
filtered from urban sewers and
siphoned into vats where it's
cooked to killmost of the
viruses and bacteria. The result
is a thick black muckish sludge
that's loaded into trucks and
driven to composting sites,
landfills or Central Valley
farms. In an effort to fight the
"sewage farm" perception,
Kern County enacted an ordinance to ban all but the most
highly treated, cleanest sludge
by 2003. Any sludge used in
the county after that will have
to be composted with so-called
green waste such as tree trimmings or lawn clippings. But

KILEY RUSSELL

AssociatedPress

FRESNO, Calif. - If it
weren't for the constant shipments of human waste from
Southern California's cities,
Kern County farmer Shaen
Magen says his farm would dry
up and blow away.Magen
grows barley, wheat and milo
for animal feed on 7,000 acres
he describes as "highly alkaline
and really very marginal" - so
marginal, in fact1 that without
regular truckloads of treated
sewer sludge to be used as fertilizer, the land would be useless, he said.
Magen is paid roughly $25
a ton to dump the sludge on
his land.
"The only reason we survive here is that we get a fee
for removing the sludge and
incorporating it on our farm.
We also make our money out
of the crop we grow because
we get it subsidized by free
fertilizer," Magen said. The
growing use of urban sewage
as fertilizer on industrial farms,
however, is unpopular in the
San Joaquin Valley. Over the
past two years, several county
governments have waged legal
and political battles against a
few local farmers and Southern
California sanitation districts
over where and how the stuff
is used. Kern, Fresno, Tulare
and Kings counties have all
'either enacted or are drafting
ordinances intended to ban the
practice or tighten regulations.
The counties, which account
for roughly a third of the
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II 600c
SuperSystem

STUDENT
SPECIAL!!!!!

10 GB Hard Drive!
64MB RAM!
8 MB 3D AGP Video!
14" SVGA Monitor!
52X CD ROM Drive!
56Kb V.90 Modem!
16 Bit Stereo Sound!
180 Watt Speakers!
Mouse & Mouse Pad!
Surge Protector!
Windows 98 CD!
50+ CD Programs!
WP Office 2000!

4.3GB Hard Drive!
32MB DRAM!
ATI 4MB Video!
14" Monitor!
40x Max. CD-ROM!
16 Bit Stereo Sound!
56K PCI fax/modem!
PS/2 Kbd/Mouse/Pad!
Stereo Speakers!
Surge Protector!
Windows '98!
Microsoft Works!

MEMORY

-r:./':J.

PRINTER CABLES

$4 .9

10 GB HARD DRIVE

$89.9

32 SDRAM PC100

$39.9

SURGE PROTECTORS

$4 .95

13 GB HARD DRIVE

$99.9

64MBSDRAM

$59.9

MICROPHONES

$8 .95

20 GB HARD DRIVE

$119.9

128 MB SDRAM

$59.9

8 MB 72 PIN EDO

ZIP DRIVE INTERNAL

$119.~

16 BIT SOUND CARDS

$20.00 SPEAKERS - 180 WATT

NElWORKING

CDROM/DVD

SPEAKERS-360 WAT SUB

$17 .9
$14.95

$39.95 10/100 NETWORK CARD

$24 .95 33 .6 MODEM (REFURB)

$20.00

DVD 5X DRIVE

$59.9

CAT 5 CABLE 7'

$3.95 56K PCI FAX MODEM

$24.95

DVD DECODER CARD
CDRW WRITER 8X4X32

$139 .95 CAT 5 CABLE 15'

$5 .95 ATX CASE & 300 WAT PS

$49.95

$89 .95 CAT 5 CABLE 25'

$9.95 USB EXTENSION CABLE

$12.95

$39.95 4 PORT USB HUBS

$179.95 HUB-5 PORT

Abovepnces avai able withthis ad only lnstalla:1on cha1gesmaybeextra

..I *20X Faster Than Most Dial-Up Connections!

IA. *Talk & Use Internet On Same Phone Line!
VI *Get Rid Of Your Extra Phone Line!
*Multiple Computers May Share Same Line!
*Instant Connection No Busys!
~ ~ *~ Email Addresses!

87 East 1400North
Pinecrest
Shopping
Center
(North
c:JMall)

755-5877'
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Sale Prices End November 30 While Supplies Last!

HELPWANTED
$1,000'SWEEKLY!!
Stuffenvelopes
at homefor$2.00each
plusbonuses.
FIT,PIT. Make$800+weekly,guaranteed!
FreeSupplies.
Fordetails,sendonestampto: N-234PMP552
12021WilshireBlvd., LosAngeles
, CA90025

Recreation
Instructor
II
Lifeguard/Water
SafetyInstructor
ParksandRecreation
Department
Undergenera
l superv
ision,enforcesall facility
policies,rules, andregulations.Teachesswim•
minglessonsto all agegroups, Mustbe a graduateof a standardsenior highschoolor equiva
lent. Musthavean AmericanRedCrossLife•
guard Trainingcertification.Fora completejob
descriptionandapplication,contactLoganCity,
HumanResou
rces, 255NorthMainSt. Logan,
Utah84321. ClosingDate: Novembe
r 16,2000.
AA/ADAfEEO

$1500weeklypotentia
l mailingourcirculars
,
Forinfocall203-977-1720

BARTENDERS
MAKE$100- $250
PERNIGHTINOEXPERIENCE
NEEDED!
CALLNOW!!1-800-981-8168
ext.9118

SKI/SNOWBOARD
PARKCITY

$39.95

H IG H SPEED In te rriet Access

I- Q
tJJ

-------------------------

$24 .95

52X CD ROM

DVD 12X DRIVE

iJ

IClassAds

ACCESSORIES

•••NEW LOW PRICES***

composting adds costs and
reduces the sludge's usefulnes1
as a soil treatment or fertilizer.
To protect their sludge program, Orange and Los Angeles
counties, the city of Los
Angeles, the California
Association of Sanitation
Agencies and a handful of
farmers who dump the sludge
sued Kern County.
"We don't like being in
fights with other county agencies. We only did it as a last
*sort," said Bob.Horvath, L
dhief of teclm:icalserviqe"at
Los Angelcl. County Sanitation
District No. 2. "It's a difficult
siruation if one county after
anotherwants to set up a
whole new set of rules or
adopt bans."
In response, Kern County
and a group of farmers filed a
countersuit claiming the county should have the right to
make its·own land-use decisions without undue influence
by outside agencies or governments.
"There's a number of scientists who don't believe it's safe,
who don't believe the current
rules are adequate to protect
the land, water or air," said Jtff
Green, a lawyer for the organically operated Grimway
Fanns, one of the nation's
largest carrot growers and a
plaintiff in the countersuit.
Some of the remaining sludge
is sent to farmland in Kings
County, some is composted
and sold to the home garden- '
ing crowd and some is simply
buried in landfill sites around ~
the state.

§

GetYourComputerComponentsHere!
Why buy from somebobyyou've nevermeton the Internet!
DRIVES-HARO DRIVES
•••NEW LOW PRICES•••

Halliburton, a Dallas-based
oil-services company hired by 1-,
Russia to organize the recov- ~
ery effort, said the operation ,0
had been a success.
"We did what we set out to do," Halliburton spokesman ,,
Birger Haraldseid said. "vVe
did something no one else has
done, by cutting a hole in a
submarine at the bottom of
the ocean."
After attempts to find more
bodies failed, divers went back
down to the submarine
Tuesday to inspect the hull in ~,
preparation for a possible
· -~
operation to raise the entire ·
vessel next year, Navrotsky
said.
J' ·
The divers worked in shifts
around the clock more than
300 feet below the surface,
with occasional pauses because
of harsh weather.
At least 23 sailors surviveJi1
the initial explosion in the rear
of the vessel, as indicated by a
letter found on the body ofLt.
Dmitry Kolesnikov.
'
The cause of the Kursk's
sinking remains unknown.
Russian officials favor a theory
that a collision with a foreign
submarine set off the powerful
blasts. Others have said the
most likely reason was a torpedo exploding in its tube
because of a technical malfunction.

5 womento workat ChateauApresLodgefo'. •

Corrections
Deputy
CacheCountyCorp.will be testingfor CorrectionsDeputiesto workin theCacheCountyJail.
Bothmalesandfemalesareencouraged
to test;
immediate
openingsfor femaledeputies.Appli·
cantsmustpart1c1pate
1ncorrectionsand phys,cal agility examsconductedon November18
2000underthe directionof the CacheCounty•
Sheriff'sOffice. For a completejob description
andapplication
contactthe CacheCountySher•
iffs Office. Applicationsmust be received no
laterthanNovember
13, 2000at 5:00 p.m.
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EarnExtraHolidayCashNow!
Workyourownsetschedule,
anyhoursbetween7 amand3 pm,M-F
No weekends!Getpaidweekly. NoSales!
Applyin personat WesternWats.22E.Center
in Logan,or call Peggyat 753-1303

STUDENTS
:
InternetUsersWanted!
$20/$l 20/Hourpossiblesurfingthe internet.
E-m l
mberserv
ices@giodesignz
.com
a, · me
.
'
1
leavepostaladdressfor infoPacket.
(Subject:
DeptUT)

FORSALE

14 X}O MobileHome2 bedrooms,
1 bath,remodelednew: carpet, vinyl, shingled
, roof.
swampcooler. Great Condition. Must see
7iie'siifseason, Will provideroom/board~
lift
pass+ salary.Housekeeping
& officeschedules availab
le. Pleasecall435-649-9372
.
$20,000obo245-5097
leavemessage.

Female Kampus Korner contract fol' sale.
Spring semesterNICEprivateroomibathclose
to campus,coveredparking, Awesomeroommates! $1275NoDepositNecessary
, CallLori
787-6221

Twin bedw/frameandbrassheadboard
50.00
Computer
desk15.00
Couchhardwood
frame75.00
Call753-6589

CARS& TRUCKS
2' HondaPrelude.193Kmiles. Rebuilt Engine
and Transmissionwith about 500 miles. 5
speed manual
, power sunroof, Kenwood
am/fm/cassette
stero. Needssomebodywork.
Goodlittlecar for the valley. $500080. Call
Matt al
752-7343 or email @
matthew
_totman@hotmail.com

1996ToyotaCamryexcellentcondition75,500
miles.Asking$10,950OBO787-1542

'94 Ford EscortWagon. AC, Cruise, $3,300
245-9392.

'94GMCJimmy11qk pw, pd, leather,cd, perfectcondition
$6ko.b.o. Joe(208)852-5809

Acura LegendCoupepower everything,sunroof, new windshield,good gas mileage,
radio/cassetteplayer $4,500obo Jason 7559010

..

are year round,you can be certifiedin just two
weekends!Groupratesavailable.For moreinfo. call752-1793.

FORRENT
3 bedroom2 1/2 bath,NS, NP,$720/mo.$300
deposit,1 car garagecontac1
792-3794.

✓ FemalespringsemestercontractForsale,
Brooklane
Apartments
. Privateroom,great
location close to campus. Great roomates
$1075plus$150dep.Call752-3850or email
tjdabell@cc.usu.edu
Femaleapt for rent $160 mnth; shared,new
complex;askfor Cynthia753-5099

Femalecontract$1,070springsemester.Glenwoodapartments.Fullyfurnishedwasherand
dryerin Apartment.personalbathroom.Separate internet line. Good location and great
roommates!CallAnnie435-713-6430

Female private room in newer house, 2591
North300 Eas1,$21O'mo752-6949

Femalecontractfor sale,springsemester.429
North500 East. Singleroom.Pricenegotiable.
ContactBetsy792-6093slf3y@cc.usu.edu

FemaleOakridgecontractfor sale. Available
Dec.15. All utilitiespaid. Yourownroom.Prorated Call713-6432or 435-831}-3448

Housemateto share charmingfully furnished
home,privatebedroom,bath,office,and living
area. $350 +1/2 utilities. 797-7145,eve.
(801~91-7616
J

Male PnvateRoomavailable$213.00Amonth
plus utilil1es.W/D, OW,NS, ND, NP 435-753-

7609

On-Campus
Housing!
Springsemestercontractgood forany on-<:ampus housingfacility• male,female,single,or
family!CallSoonl764-3726

PRIVATEfemalecontractfor sale. AggieVil·
lage.Greatroomies.e-mailtraci@cc.usu.edu

WhyrentwhenyoucanownYorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage, first time buyers program available.
Modelhomeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or
call 755-6699. www.yorkshirevillage
.com
MarketedthroughHomebased
Realty.

WEDDl'.\G
SERVICE
LIVE MUSICFORWEDDINGS!Call All-OccasionsStringQuartet751}-6174

JEWELRY
CertifiedJC Millennium
cut diamonds
.
88facets.CallJoelNelsoncollectin SLC801•
278-5230\jnelson@br.state.ut.us

INSTRl'CTION
BlueWaterScubaof Logan,Logan'sofficial
air station.We can takecare of all your scuba
needs.Sales,rentals,and instructions.
Classes

PERSONALS

++++++
LIVEin a differentpartof thecountry
STUDYat anothercollegeor universityin the
UnitedStates
GROW
educationally,
culturallyandsocially.
NATIONAL
STUDENT
EXCHANGE
For more1nformat1on
contact:TSC302
797-1132

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
JOB OFFERINGS
OFF-CAMPUS
JOBS
For detailsabouton-campusjobs, see
the job board at TSC 106 or visit
w- .usu.edu/-studemp.
#0628, CustomerService Representative,
$7/hr
#0316,PromotionWorker,S5.15/hr
#0225,YouthCounselor,S7.50/hr
#0401,OfficeCleaning,S6"1r
#0381,LabTechnician,$8-9
#0380,ForkliftDriver,$6.80/hr
#0379,Picker/Boxer,
$6.30/hr
#0378,Expedrtor,
S7/hr
#0377,GeneralLabor,$6.30/hr
#0376,GraphicDesigner,BOE
#0382,Weekendor on call babysitter,$6.00
lt0358, PhoneSolicittingfor local apraising
fim,, Neg
#0400,HouseCleaner,Negotiable
#0956,ArboristAssistant,BOE
#0868,SandwichMaker,$5 351hr
#0372,SalesRepresentative
, BOE
#0374,Nanny,$50-65/wk
#0727, Lab Technician/BloodCollector,
6.50/hr
#0373,Receptionist,
$8.46"1r
#0368,FrontDeskNightAuditor,$5.15/hr
#0369,Cashier,S5.75
#0371,Receptionist,
$6.50/hr
#0370,Carpenter,$8.00
#0367,Secretary/Receptionist,
S7/hr
#0636,Driver,Neg.
#1006,PhonePerson,S6/hr
#0510,AccountManagement,
$7-14/hr
#0365,Math101OTutor,$6/hr
#0347, Plasticlnsepection,
S6.50/hr
#1073,Graveyard& Swing Shift Cashier,
$5.75-6,'hr
#0354,Substrtute
lnstuciorsfor the Deafand
the Blind,$6.67
#0355,Live-InNanny,$275/week
#0351, Retail Sales Representative,
hourly+com
10341,ChildCare,NEG.
#0342,GameWrapper,$5.15
#0343,SalesRepresentative,
#0344,ServiceTechnician,1800/month
10202,PlasticInjection,$6.50/hr
#0321,SalesTeamPerson,S200(FT)
#0320,SalesTeamLeader,$500/month
#0271,MarketResearch,5.50"1r
#0292,Live-InAide,negotiable
#0305,YouthCounselor,$8.00mr
#0132,CounterHelpandCooks,$6.00
#0800, Light Houseworkand Companion,
Negotiable
#0294,YouthCounselor,7.5
#1076,AssistantManager
, $9/hr
#0880,YardHelp,$6-7/BOE
#0773,InternetConsultant.
Comm.
#0821,CounterHelp& Cooks,6.00"1r
#0721,CafeManager/Warter/Wa1tress,
BOE
#0186,Preschool
Teacher,S5.15/hr
#1109,PersonalAttendant,$5.15/hr
#0561,Laborers,GeneralOperators,

ON-CAMPUS
JOBS
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Fordetailsabouton-campus
Jobs,seethe)Ob
board at
TSC 106 or visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp
#C236-01,GraduateAssistant,$1O+benefits
#C241-01,Part-timeReceptionist,
$5.t Shu
#C240-01, Amencorps Promise Fellow,
$15,000/yr
#C239-01,WebProgramer,
S12+/hr
#C238-01, USU Switchboard Operator,
$5.15/hr
#C422·97,Cashier,S5.15/hr
#C235-01,Single ResidentAssistant,rent
credit
#C513-99,CIL Programmer,
BOE
#C101-97,AerobicsInstructor,$8/hr
#C524-00,VideoProduction
Assistant,S7"1r
#C648-98,USU1300SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C593-97,Technician,
$6.00/hr
#C652-98,Biology2000(Physiology130)SI
Leader,$5.50/hr
#C233-00,Art 2720SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C230-01,Part-timeEvenAssistant,S6.50"1r
#C229-01, Research Assistant, $8-12/hr
BOE
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#C396-93,Dispatcher,
S6/hr
#C227-01,Temporary Grounds Laborer,
$6.50
#C304-00,EEor CS StudentAssistant,BOE
#C222-01,
Rangeland
Resources
Technician,
$6.75/hr
#C218-01,LaboratorytechnK:1an:
conservationgenetics,minto start
#C214-01,ResearchAssistant,$11}-1250
#C210-01,Geog.1130tutor,$5.25"1r
#C209·01,Biology1230tutor,$5.25/hr
#C212-01,BIS3300Tutor,$5.25
#C211-01,ElectricalCircutts2410/20Tutor,
$5.25
#C203-01,ChildAssessor,$12/hour
#C200-01,
JavaProgrammer,
S12-181hr
#C195-01, Discovery Museum Manager,
S5.15-6"1r
#Ct81-01,Soc (stats)3120tutor,SS.25
#C180-01,Chemistry1210Tutor,$5.25
#C182-01,ComDDE3100Tutor,$5.25
#C183-01, B1ology/Phys1ology
200 tutor,
SS.25
#C177-01,FieldHelp,$7.50
#C062-99,FlightInstructor,$12.00hlr
#C335-97,BiologicalTechnician,
$515/hr
#C360-00,WebDeveloper,BOE
#C157-01,StatsTutor,$5.25/hr
#C156-01,
Tutors,$5.15
#C184-01,Geog1130Tutor.$5.25
#C146-01,Stat2300Tutor,$5.25/hr
#C376-97,SpanishTA, S5.15
#C194-98,Undergraduate
TA'sfor Labsand
PaperGraders,$5.25/hr
#C291·00,TechnicalAssistant,$6 00/hr
#C451-00,ResearchAide,$5.15/hr
#C122-01,Grader,S6.62/hr
#C503-90,RussianTutor,S5.t 5hlr
#C097-01,ClassroomAssistant,$6.00
#C249-96,PeerAdviser,$5.15/hr
#C089-01,GraphicDesigner,$8.00
#C078-01,Shipping& ReceivingClerk·PM,
$5.15/hr
#C126-00,MHR2990Assistant,$5.15/hr
#C026-01, E-0 Calibration Equipment
Assistant,BOE
#C490-98,Cashier,$515/hr
#C005-01,AquaticTechnician,S6-8/BOE
#C523-00,FieldGeologist,$10/hr
#P280·90,AnimalCaretaker,6.00/hr
#P018-93,Writer,BOE
#C337-00,SSSTutor,
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist,5.75/hr
#C113-00,LabAssistant,S5.15
#C263-95,Model!Art Classes),$8.00/hr
#C274-91, Applied Music Instructor,
Negotiable
#C050-94,Undergraduate
TeachingFellow,
$5.15/hr
#P017-93
, Photographer,
BOE
#C208-96,Tutor,$5.25/hr
#C265-97, Substitute Act1v1ty Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C235-00,Laboratory
Aide,S5.15
#C593-90, Piano Youth Conservatory
Teacher,Negotiable
#C719-95, UndergradTeaching Fellow•·
MusicTechnology,$5.15"1r

STATE\\' 'IDE
ADS
ABORTION?
WHY?CONSIDER
adoption.
Warm,secure,lovinghomeavailable
for newbornbaby.Pleasecallattorney
at 1-800-6064411.A-765
FREE$1000SOFTWARE
giveaway!
To
everyone
whoregisters
atwww.onlineaucbon.com.lndudesEncyclopedia
Britannica,
Norton's
AnlNirus,Maximizer
plusseveral
othersoftware
brands.(S&Happlies)
V1sil
www.onlineauction.com.
99 SATURN
SL,A/C,5 speed,44kmiles,
whitewithgreyinterior,Stainguard,Perm-aPlate,stillunderwarranty.
Callforgreatotter.
435-258-2948
CHARITY
CARS·DONATE
yoorvehicle.
As
seenonOprahandPeopleMagazine!
Tax
deductible,
freetow.Weprovidedonated
vehicles
10struggling
families
. 1-800-4424451 www.chantyca1s.org
STEELBUILDINGS
SALE:5,000+sizes.
40x60x14,
$9,800;50x75xt4,$12,826;
50x100xf6,
S16,518;
60x100x16,
518,329.
Mni-stocage
buildings,
40x160,
32 units,
$16,914.Freebrochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.comSentinel
Buildings,
800-327-0790,
Extension
79.
POSTAL
JOBS$48,323.00
yr. Nowhiring-no
experience-paid
training-great
benefits.
Call
forlists.7 days.800-429-3660
ext.J954

tastic$$money$$
Part-time
or full-time.
Free
booklet.Freetraining.
wwwyoorowllmoneytree.com
Fee$36.00t -800-868-9658.
A+ M&MMARS/Nestle.
Established
vending

route.Willsellby 11/20/2000.
UnderS9Kmillimuminvestment
required.
Excellent
monthly
prot,tpotential.
Finance
available/
good credrt.
1-800-637-7444.
EXPANDING
COMPANY!
HOME+computer
= money!Lowcostslartup plustraining.
Introductory
package!
Send$5.00lo DTECH·
CO,2916N. CiceroAvenue.Chicago,
IL
60641
HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDIT
worriesmay
nowquicklyqualilyforloans.Stonecaste's
a
directlenderlhatcantellyoor:Nerthephoneandwithootobligation!
Call1-800-700-1242
ext.374
WEPAYCASHfor theremaining
payments
ontrustdeeds!Mortgages!
Annuities!
Lottenes!
'Nobodybeatsourpnctng!'800·
490-0731,
ext715www.nationalcontractbuy·
ers.com

WOLFFTANNING
BEDSTanal home!Buy
directandsave!Commercial/
Homeunits
from$199.00.Lowmonthly
payments.
Free
colorcalalogCalltoday1-800-842-1310

GIVEAWAY
PRICEONgreatLevanalfalfa
farm.1,315acres5 pivots.Bargain
at $989
peracre.$1,300
,000.Callnow!JayPeterson
at Honzon
Properties
1-801-225-7200.

l'-

fliJ'ol'
HAIRCUTS
OFFwtff)~
UppeOCuts
755-0755
STUDENT

Good with Diann, Katie, Jennifer
and Chelsie G. USUID Required.

Walk-ins
Welcome

45 west500 north

FREEDEBTHELP!Onemonthlypayment
reduced
upto 50%.Stopcollection
calls.
Avoidbankruptcy.
Alliance
CredtCoonseling.
TollFree.1-888-995-7856

Take a look at the cartoon
bclov.r and con1.e
up v.rith a great gag line! Just v.rrite it in the
111.argin or on a separate
piece of paper.
Bring it to TSC 319 before Wednesday
5
p.m. The Winner
v.rill v.rin TWO DOUBLE

DRIVER-COVENANT
TRANSPORT
·coastto
coastruns·reamsstartS.46·s1,000sign-on
bonusforexp.co.drivers.Forexperienced
driverst-800-441-4394.
Forowneroperators
1-877-848-6615.
Graduate
students
1-800338-6428

BARREL

BREAKFAST
( only

.1 entries

J'rom
per

person

Angies!

,)

MEDICAL
BILLERGREATincomepotential.
Earnupto 45Wyear.
Fulltrainingprovided.
Computer
required.
CallTitantollfreel888968-7793
ext.4320.
DRIVERS:
A TOUCH
downeverytimewith
NavajoExpress!
Highweeklymiles,great
hometime,superpay& benefrts.
Musthave
cfassA CDLw/hazmat.
1·800-800-1440.

I

OTA DRIVERS
· 1year+ experience
· All

thingsbeingequalwhat'sthediHerence
between
$.26permile& $.33permile?You
tellme!CallBinHorrocks
now.Marten
Transport,
LTD1-800-786-4135
www.marten.com
'Hint:It'sa lotmorethan
S.07permile.'
DRIVER·SEWARD
MOTORFreightis now
hiring!Earnupto 33cpmplus2 centssafety
bonusandfuelincentive.
Vansorflatbeds.
Call1-800-786-4469.
MEDICAL
TRAINEE.
PAIDtrainingin medicaVdentalfield.Noexperience
required
for
H.S. diplomagrads17-34.Excellent
salary/
benefits.
Paidrefocat,on.
Phonet-800-9748536
FORECLOSED
HOMES.
LOWor$0down.
Gov't& bankreposbeingsoldnow!Financing
available.
Callfor listings.1-800-501-1777
ext.4793
WHYRENT?LETmeidentifyanddiscuss
yooroptionsto purchase
a house.Freeconsultation.
Creative
financing.
CallBil Partridge
1-800-817-4767.
BEAUTIFUL
TEXASLAND!20 acres,25
mileseastof booming
El Paso.Roads,references,surveyed,
$8,995.$0 down,$89
monthly.
Noqualifying.
1-800-843-7537
www.sunsetranches.com
HORSEAUCTION:
SILVER
RoseClassic
HorseSale,Saturday,
November
11th,Salt
LakeCoontyEquestrian
Park,10800South
2200West,SouthJordan,11:00am,selling
135headfromseveralstates,manybroke
geldings,
halter,perlormance,
roping,ranch,
youth,mares,broke& in loal,plusyoong
stockwithcolor& breeding
galore.1-435-286·
2281
WANTBETTER
TV? 100CrystalChannels
Only$34.99/moincludes
complete
DISHsys-

temandinstallation.
Bonushook-up
by 11/29
get3 mo. freeprogramming.
1-800-580-2120
WATERLESS
COOKWARE.
THISis the
heavyhomedemonstration
kind.Surgical
stainless
steel.lifetimewarranty.
Stillin the
box.Compare
at,$1500.Selingfor $695.1800-421-7267
FORECLOSED
HOMES
LOWor $0 down!
Gov1& bankreposbeingsoldnow!Rnancing

ATTENTION:
WORKFROMhome.Earnfan-
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752-9252

"I thought financial security
was something I'd work on
after graduation. That's all
changed now."

UTAH - 752-3074
Adults $3 • children $2
Car 0P Val!Pfs Luxury

o,scuunt Tlleare,
GHc Af Sc ATS . GREAT SOUND.
GPEAT PICTURE

Keanu Reeves in
The Replacements1PG13)
NIGHTLY
7pm,Sat.Mat 2pm

Harrison Ford in
What Lies Beneath(PGt3)
NIGHTLY
9 20pm.Sat. Mal 4 20pm

FILM DEVELOPING

NOW HIRING
FOR SUMMER 2001

fl g E.~ !:'!~J!i~!~ng~~
pr.O°cassio~

1 51
~

programming
· starting
· a1$2199/ mo.0 ver210d.
·11
191
a -qua1·1
Iy

For more information,

channels
available.Avoidrisingcablerates
Nomonthly
contract.

877-DISH-111
LocalToll-freefor Utah

can

DIRECTV,
)'Ufl tool11tr ••

ext. 216

or visit our websiteat
www.eclnet.com

al

Wllut ""

800-933-2039,

,:w

Joinusfor an InformationMeeting.
This week'sschedule:

A NEWindispensable
Internettoolfor ~ourbusiness!
r:::utah
LegalNoticeDatabase online!
,
I Smart
;~~al searchesare free!Or,subscribeto
~
Searchandreceivedailye-maildeliveryof
-=

Pest Control: Wednesday@ 7:00 PM
Home Security: Thursday@ 7:00 PM
University Inn #510

is

1

localand/orstatewidelegalnoticesofvitalimportanceto yourbusiness.
Goto: www.utahlegalnotices.com

.,...r.
U .,~

Aserviceof the UtahPressAssociation
and your local newspaper

"Working for Eclipse last summer brought me a challenging
experience that gave me greater confidence and a bigger bank
account than I ever thought I'd have as a college student. I have
money for school, a nice car and plenty of toys. After next summer
with Eclipse I'll have plenty of money

io

invest and will be well on

my way to a financtally secure future.•
-- Joe McAvoy
$28,251

Eclipse

Factory Deals !
Design-Development~ Turnkey

KIM DUNN
CONSTRUCTION

Mini Storage~Commercial~Ag

1-877-977-DUNN
801-298-5653

Mark,!!fgg
Real People, Real Experience, Real Money!

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE !

Dilbert/Scott
Adams
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YOU CAN
COMPENSATE
FOR. YOUR LACK
OF KNOLJLEDGE
BY TALKING
TOO MUCH.

Wednesday, No-vember 8
eMiss or Mr.
International Pageant, 7
p.m. $2 Ticket Office or
door.

I

AND DON'T BE

::

SOCIETY'S

~

ii

EXPECTATION
THAT YOU BE
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budget planning.
•"Myths and Realities
About Urban Sprawl"
Randal O'Toole, 7:30 p.m.
ECC, Room 20 I.
• ASUSU Convocations
Gerald Coffee. Nov. 9,
1:30 p.m., TSC Ballroom.
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Friday, No-vember 10
eUSU Basketball vs So.
Cal. All-stars exhibition,
Spectrum, 7:05 p.rri.

F.Y.I.
•Early registration open now through Nov. 10
• The 4-H Club will be doing a service project to benefit the Cache County Employment Center Nov. 8. We
will be meeting in front of the University Inn at 2:30
p.m. Everyone is welcome!
• Save our National Forests' Ecological Coalition of
Students movie/presentation Nov. 8, 7 p.m., TSC
Auditorium. jim .steitz@usu.edu
•Ombudsman Day, Nov. 8, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. "Slice for
Advice" Give us your complaints about USU and
receive a coupon for FREE slice of Hazel's bread!
Catch the·Ombuds"man" and define the ombudsman
and you could win an om"bud"sman for a day' Table
TSC
• USU Chemistry and Biochemistry, seminar, Marty
Kirk, New Mexico, "A Molecular Level Description
of Electron and Atom Transfer in Pyranopterin
Molybdenum Enzymes." Nov. 8, 4 p.m., \Vidtsoe,
Room 007. Information, 797-1619.
. •UMLSA activity Nov. 9, 4:30 to 5:30 p.m., TSC
Sunburst Lounge. Anyone interested in working with
young adults is invited. Bring a young adult book to
share. Refreshments!
• USU Dept. of Chemistry and Biochemistry seminar,
"London, Slater and the emergence of Quantum
Chemistry" Professor Jan Linderberg, Aarhus
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AG-gravation/Nick
Perkins
Thursday, No-vember 9
eASUSU Convocations
Gerald Coffee, 1:30 p.m.
TSC Ballroom
eBudgeting Bazaar,
International Lounge
TSC 1:30 to 3 p.m.
FREE popcorn, candy,

TO SIT QUIETLY AND
THINK UP IDEAS.

f

LIMITED BY

-

SOMETIMESI LIKE

t

■ SLW3Q@CC.USU.EDU

Universitet Denmark. Nov. 10, 4 p.m. Widtsoe, Room
007. Refreshments 3:30 p.m.
• USU .Music Department, "Sounds of the Stadium,"
USU Aggie Marching Band Concert . Nov. 11, 7:30
p.m., Kent Concert Hall, FAC. General admission, $3;
USU and public school students with current ID, free.
Info. 797-3000.
•"The World War II Generation: A United Front,"
Interactive Video Seminar. Nov. 14, 4 to 5:30 p.m. ECC
Auditorium. USU Faculty member Michael Sweeney
will be one of the featured panelists.
•Cheering Fans Needed. USU is hosting a Special
Olympics Invitational, Nov. 18, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. There
are aquatic and basketball events as well as a victory
party and opening ceremonies. We need people to come
and cheer on the athletes.
•ASUSU presents CAMPUS INVASION (a benefit
for Bridgerland Community Ice Arena). Live bands:
Headline, Clovis & Felix, Sandkicker. Nov. 9, 7:30 p.m.
Field House . $3 w/student ID.
• KIRKSVILLE COLLEGE of OSTEOPATHIC
MEDICil','E: Nicole McGovern. Nov. 13 12:30 to 2
p.m. BNR, Room 202A.
• DEMOINE UNIVERSITY OF PODIATRY: Mary
Clifford. Nov. 14, 1la.m . to I p.m. BNR, Room 202A.
•LIFE WEST CHIROPRATIC COLLEGE: Don
Clum will speak Nov. 15, 11:30 a.m. tol p.m. BNR,
Room 315.
•Habitat For Humanity Benefit Concert.
HooRayWho, Froglick, Low Profile, Nov. 13, 6:30 p.m. $3
or $2 w/can of food. Free pizza donated by "5 Buck Pizza.
•USU Symphonic Band, first meeting Nov. 14, 3 to
4:30 p.m., FAC, Room 104.
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Here
is your
opportunity
.
At Convergys Corporation,
Customer Management Group,
a leading provider of outsourced
billing and customer service
management solutions,

.Inbound
~e

Customer
Advocate

Assist customers over the telephone, handling a
high volume of incoming calls. Requirements
include: Knowledge of Windows, typing ability,
excellent written and verbal communication
skills, high school diploma/GED, and 1 year'
customer service experience with previous call
center experience helpful.

The benefits of a career with Convergys:
• Pay Increase Opportunities (up to $8.50 after
180 days, and up to $9.20 in 1 year")
• Tuition Reimbursement/Childcare Assistance
(Up to $1,600)
• Medical;Dental;Vision benefits after 30 days
• 401k stock benefit
• Flexible hours
• Active, sociable environment

Schedule Your Interview NOW - Call Our

you can turn opportunity into

CAREERHOTIINE 435-750-1414

a career with proven results.

* Call for details .

..

•

CONVERGYS'
•••••
com

WWW
Drug-Free;Smoke-Free Workplace. EOE M/FJDN

